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Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) was retained by the Municipality of North Cowichan (the
“Client”) to complete Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) Services for various municipal owned
facilities, including the Crofton Fire Hall Building located at 1681 Robert Street in Crofton, British
Columbia, herein referred to as the “subject property”.
We further understand that the Client intends to use the FCA as part of their annual capital
planning in order to set aside funds for infrastructure renewal projects. The scope of work,
methodologies used and limitations of the FCA are presented in Section 1.0 of this report.
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
The subject property is located 1681 Robert Street in Crofton, British Columbia. The site is
bordered by Robert Street to the south, Musgrave Street to the west, and residential
developments to the north and east. The subject property is reportedly approximately 0.5 acres
in size.
The site, referred to as the Crofton Fire Hall, is developed with one multi-level structure. The
southern portion of the building is understood to be the original construction circa 1964, with the
addition of a second story at a later date. The northern portion of the facility was added circa
2002. Both portions of the building are provided with a basement level.
The subject facility is understood to be approximately 1, 675 m² (18,000 ft²) in area and consists of
vehicle garage bay and service areas, staff rooms, offices, and lounges, as well as other
miscellaneous rooms.
PROPERTY CONDITION
A visual “walk-through” assessment of the site was carried out by a team of Stantec personnel
on March 30, 2017, to conduct interviews with site representatives and to observe and
document existing physical conditions at the property.
OPINIONS OF COST SUMMARY
Opinions of cost were developed for the FCA based on information obtained from our visual
assessment of the site to account for the current and future anticipated repair or replacement
expenditures of facility systems and components. The expenditures include activities to
investigate or address observed or reported “physical deficiencies” and to repair or replace
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components that are anticipated to achieve or surpass their Expected Useful Life (EUL) over the
next 10 years.
The table presented below indicates the total opinion of costs (in current dollar values) for facility
systems that are anticipated over the next 10 years.

Sum of Total Opinion of Probable Cost by Building System
(10 Years, Uninflated)
Building System
Opinion of Probable Cost
Building Envelope
$342,000
Building Interior
$77,000
Electrical Systems
$334,000
Mechanical Systems
$368,000
Site Improvements
$106,000
Structural System
$25,000
Total
$1,252,000

Total Opinion of Cost by Building System

$106,000

$25,000
$342,000

$368,000

$77,000

$334,000
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The table presented below indicates the total opinion of costs (in current dollar values) for event
type that are anticipated over the next 10 years.

Sum of Total Opinion of Probable Cost by Event Type
(10 Years, Uninflated)
Event Type
Opinion of Probably Cost
Contingency
$425,000
Deferred Maintenance
$68,000
Immediate Repair
$45,000
Lifecycle Replacement
$482,000
Optional Repair
$175,000
Study
$57,000
Total
$1,252,000

Total Opinion of Cost by Event Type
$57,000
$175,000

$425,000

$482,000
$45,000

$68,000
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A complete listing of opinions of cost for facility system expenditures that are expected over the
next 10 years is presented in two (2) Opinions of Cost Tables, which are attached to this report as
Appendix A and B.
ENERGY INTENSITY
Electricity Analysis
There is one electricity service line to the fire hall that is fitted with BC Hydro meter. The monthly
data over the period of 2015 and 2016 were plotted except the months of January and
December in 2016 which the data was missing (we assumed the same values as with those of
2015 for presentation and total consumption comparison). As can be seen, the data for October
and November 2016 is also quite low and unusual. Overall, the electricity consumption is
reduced to 51,240 kWh in 2016 from 67,023 kWh in 2015. The jump in consumption is obvious over
the heating season due to more load on the electrical unit heaters, baseboard heaters and two
electric domestic hot water heaters.

Natural Gas Analysis
Trend data for single natural gas meter for the building is provided as illustrated in the figures
below.
As it is expected, the majority of gas consumption occurs during the winter time with highest
heating degree days (HDD) and attributed to the operation of ceiling mounted gas fired radiant
tubes in the fire hall. The total gas consumption in 2016 decreased by 7% to 349 GJ compare to
2015 of 375 GJ. A higher gas usage pattern in summer time is also noticeable that could be due
to higher use of gas by kitchen range and stove on level 2.
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Building Performance
The building energy performance index (BEPI) is calculated at 124 kWhe/m2/year which is
significantly lower than the average BEPI of building with similar office occupancy. The average
office buildings in British Columbia have a BEPI of 222 kWhe/m2/year based on the NRCan
database in 2014. The figure below presents the ratio of the building gas consumption (65.4%)
compare to electricity (34.6%) in the total consumption mix. This pattern needs to be further
investigated as is not consistent with typical office facilities in BC, which usually represents
marginally equal ratio.
Among the proposed energy conservation measures that are described in other section of this
report, it is proposed that an energy monitoring and sub-metering system be installed and
implemented so as the energy profile could further be analyzed.

v
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DISCUSSION

Based on our current understanding of the site conditions, the Crofton Fire Hall facility is
considered to be in fair to poor condition overall.
As it currently constructed and operated, the facility is understood to be underutilized with
portions of the facility being largely unused (i.e. southern vehicle bays, offices, etc.).
Furthermore, the construction practices combined with the lack of documentation results in
further engineered investigation and potentially significant upgrades to the facility (i.e. structural
loading, seismic requirements, building envelope performance, mechanical ventilation, etc.)
most of which are related to the southern portion of the building.
The facility systems generally range between 53 to 15 years in age, which results in significant
anticipated expenditures for systems which are approaching (or have surpassed) the end of
their expected useful life (EUL). On-going capital expenditures are anticipated beyond the
evaluation period to further maintain building components as they attain the end of their EULs.
Few optional repairs as well as energy conservation measures have been identified throughout
the body of this report and should be considered in conjunction with other capital renewal
projects presented herein in order to improve the facility’s overall function and performance.
CLOSURE
We have provided our opinion of annual capital renewal plan contributions based on:


Conditions observed at the property during our site visit;



Information provided to us by site representatives;



Estimates of life expectancy of the site’s facility systems and components;



Opinions of cost for repair and/or replacement of these components; and,



The effects of assumed interest and inflation.

We believe this FCA report and its recommendations are accurate within the limitations inherent
in the foregoing. However, due to numerous factors that can affect annual contributions (such
as actual inflation/interest rates, actual costs/timing of work, etc.), we recommend that this
report be reviewed annually to capture changes to the assumptions made in this FCA report.
This FCA was conducted and the FCA report was prepared by the Facilities Assessment team
within Stantec’s Buildings Engineering group. The qualifications of the team used for this FCA are
included in this report as Appendix C.
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1.0

PURPOSE, SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

1.1

PURPOSE

Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) was retained by the Municipality of North Cowichan (the
“Client”) to complete Facility Condition Assessment (FCA) Services for various municipal owned
facilities, including the Crofton Fire Hall Building located at 1681 Robert Street, in Crofton, British
Columbia, herein referred to as the “subject property”.
We further understand that the Client intends to use the FCA as part of their annual capital
planning in order to set aside funds for infrastructure renewal projects.

1.2

SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of our work was based on the scope of services as outlined in Stantec’s proposal
letter P16_225 dated November 8, 2016.
The scope of our work included interviews with site representatives, a review of pertinent
documentation (where available and where provided by the Client or their representative) and
a generalist (i.e., non-specialist) visual “walk-through” assessment of facility systems to observe
and document existing physical conditions. The assessment of facility systems at the site was
generally based on the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E2018-15,
“Standard Guide for Property Condition Assessments: Baseline Property Condition Assessment
Process”.
The “common” facility systems observed (where applicable) include:


Site Improvements



Building Interiors



Building Structure



Mechanical Systems



Building Envelope



Electrical Systems

The information obtained from our visual “walk-through” assessment formed the basis for
establishing our opinion of the general physical condition of facility systems, and corresponding
opinions of cost and timing to investigate or address observed or reported “physical
deficiencies”, and to repair or replace components that are anticipated to achieve or surpass
their Expected Useful Life (EUL) over the next 10 years.
The scope of our work performed is summarized as follows:


Review of existing documentation, including drawings, specifications, and previous
reports, where made available by the Client.
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Visual walk-through review of the subject property, including the buildings, parking lots,
other exterior amenities, and their systems to assess their general physical condition.



Interviews with building managers and maintenance staff, where available.



Identify and provide opinions of cost (in present value dollars) for recapitalization work
that will be required over a ten (10) year period.



o

Items requiring immediate attention or repair as a result of observed life safety
concerns and deferred maintenance will also be identified.

o

Assign a rating to describe the overall physical condition of the component,
based on field observations.

o

Provide a classification for each of the recommended actions (events) that
correspond with each component.

o

Assign a risk classification to each component that assigns priority to the
recommended action.

Recommend and provide opinions of cost for further investigations, if required, and
provide order-of-magnitude costs for work that may be required as a result of these
investigations.

An evaluation (detailed or otherwise) of the site’s compliance with local Building Codes and Fire
Codes, or with local ordinances, requirements, etc. (including those related to life safety and fire
protection) is not part of the scope of this project. We have assumed that the existing
development was reviewed and approved by the local authorities having jurisdiction at the time
of construction, and during any subsequent additions, renovations, and/or inspections.
Compliance with ASTM E2018-15 does not warranty or guarantee Code compliance with any
governmental entity, trade standard, or the insurance industry, and this effort should not be
considered an in depth code review.
The FCA report includes an assessment of existing components that are currently in place at the
site; however, the FCA does not include comments, recommendations or opinions of costs for
potential “upgrades” or future installation of components that are not currently in existence at
the subject property. However, recommendations for “Optional Repairs” may be outlined in this
FCA report for certain building / site components and these have been labeled as such.

1.3

DEVIATIONS FROM THE GUIDE

The major deviations from ASTM Standard E2018-15 for this project were as follows:


No reviews of municipal/public records for zoning, building, and/or fire & life safety
code/regulatory compliances were conducted.



Investigation of whether or not the property resides in a flood plain was not performed.



Verification of the number of parking spaces was not conducted.



Verification of gross and net usable areas of the site building(s) was not performed.
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METHODOLOGY
Component Life Expectancy

The building systems and equipment observed during the visual review were broken organized
and assigned a value for their expected useful life (EUL). The EUL is a standard manner of
representing a typical service for each building component. The EUL are used to determine an
approximate renewal schedule, which is based on the reported age or remaining service life
(RSL) of the component. Where this information was unavailable, the age and RSL were
estimated based on the component’s overall reported or observed physical condition. The
values for EUL are based on information provided in manufacturer’s literature, industry standards,
our observations of the components, and our experience with similar materials and systems. The
values for EUL and RSL have been adjusted to suit our site observations.
The EUL of a component is a theoretical number that is arrived at with much estimation and is a
function of the quality of materials used, manufacturing and installation, as well as the
frequency and intensity of service, the degree of maintenance afforded to the component, and
local weather conditions. Also, the realization of a component’s EUL does not necessarily
constitute its replacement. A detailed condition assessment or investigation may be a more
prudent approach which may indicate a need for maintenance or refurbishment only, or may
indicate adequate physical condition for an extended period.
Some components have been assumed to have “indefinite” life expectancy as compared to
the relative life of other components. From time to time, localized repairs may be required due
to deterioration or vandalism, which are assumed to be handled as part of ongoing
maintenance. In some instances, a provisionary cost has been applied to a component in order
to provide for foreseeable future repairs for which an actual cost cannot be applied at this time.

1.4.2

Component Condition Ratings

ASTM E2018-15 defines a “physical deficiency” as a conspicuous defect or significant deferred
maintenance of a site's material systems, components, or equipment as observed during the site
assessor's walk-through site visit. Included within this definition are material systems, components,
or equipment that are approaching, have reached, or have exceeded their typical EUL or
whose RSL should not be relied upon in view of actual or effective age, abuse, excessive wear
and tear, exposure to the elements, lack of proper or routine maintenance, etc. This definition
specifically excludes deficiencies that may be remedied with routine maintenance,
miscellaneous minor repairs, normal operating maintenance, etc., and excludes conditions that
generally do not constitute a material physical deficiency of the site.
The physical condition of a component/system is dependent on whether a physical deficiency is
associated with that component or system. The physical condition of components/systems
noted in this report are often described as either "Good", "Fair", "Poor", or "Very Poor".
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Definitions for these ratings are provided below:
Component Condition Ratings
Rating

Description

Good

Functioning as intended with minimal deterioration observed. This rating implies that no
action is anticipated within the next five (5) years.

Fair

Functioning as intended with normal deterioration and minor distress observed. Some
evidence of deferred maintenance may be observed. This rating implies that action is
anticipated within the next three (3) to five (5) years.

Poor

Not functioning as intended with significant deterioration as well as distress observed.
Evidence of long-term deferred maintenance may be obvious. This rating implies that
action is anticipated within the next two (2) years.

Very Poor

1.4.3

The component or system was observed to have failed or is at risk of imminent failure
and/or the condition of the component or system presents a potential life safety concern
or a possible Code infraction. This rating implies that action is required immediately (i.e.,
less than one [1] year).

Component Events

Events (i.e., recommended actions) were developed for this FCA report for components or
systems where they are found to contain “physical deficiencies” that are considered beyond
normal operational maintenance, and to replace facility systems and components that have
exceeded or will exceed their EUL over the next 10 years. The event types used for this FCA, and
their descriptions, are described in the table below.
CRRFS Event Types
Event Type
Immediate
Repair
Deferred
Maintenance

Study

Description
“Physical deficiencies” that require action within the next year to prevent further
deterioration to the component, or to prevent possible injury due to an unsafe condition
and/or possible Code violation.
“Physical deficiencies” observed during the assessment that are not “immediate” in
nature, but are considered beyond normal routine maintenance.
Actions to confirm the nature and/or extent of suspected “physical deficiencies” or to
develop a cost estimate, schedule, and/or scope of work for repair/replacement that
cannot be defined at the time of the assessment.

Lifecycle
Replacement

Components or systems that have already exceeded, or will exceed their EUL over the
next 10 years and may require repair or replacement to maintain function or performance.

Contingency

Cost allowances to perform miscellaneous repair/replacement activities on components
or systems to address unforeseen “physical deficiencies”.
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Description
Actions that may be performed to improve existing components or systems that are not
related to age or physical condition.

Event Prioritization

The Risk Class of an event, which is a numerical value that ranges between 1 and 25, was
calculated for the FCA to establish the event prioritization. Based on this numerical value, the
event may be managed or addressed accordingly, and corresponding risks may be mitigated
or eliminated. The Risk Class is calculated based on the product of two values that correspond
to the Likelihood and Severity of the occurrence of a deficiency's general outcome. These
values are classified using a rating scale of 1 to 5, which is described below.
Event Risk Class Parameters
Scale

Likelihood of Occurrence

1

Rare (practically impossible) – It can be assumed that this
outcome will not occur within the next five (5) years.

Slight impact/effect, slight injury or
health effects.

2

Unlikely – Although unlikely, this outcome may occur in
certain exceptional circumstances within the next three
(3) years.

Minor or limited impact/effect, minor
injury or health effects.

3

Possible – A reasonable chance that this outcome may
occur within the next three (3) years under certain
circumstances.

Moderate or considerate impact,
major injury or health effects.

4

Likely – Outcome is likely to happen within the next three
(3) years.

Major impact/effect, permanent
partial disability or extended lost time.

5

Almost Certain – Outcome is common or imminent.

Extensive/catastrophic impact/effect,
permanent total disability or fatality.

1.4.5

Severity of Occurrence

Event Costing

Opinions of cost (in both current and inflated dollar values) have been provided for events that
are expected for facility systems and components over the next 10 years, and are described in
this FCA report interchangeably as provisions, budgets or allowances. The costs are based on
unit rates published by Means Publishing and/or Marshall & Swift Valuation Service, combined
with local experience gained by Stantec, and are inclusive of “soft” costs such as contractor
overhead and & profit, contingency allowance and consulting fees (i.e., design, inspection,
testing, etc.), where these are warranted. The quantities associated with each event have been
roughly estimated during the walk-through site assessment and do not represent exact
measurements or quantities.
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Only events with a total cost over $3,000 have been included in this FCA report. Events below
this cost threshold are assumed to be handled under the property’s Operations and
Maintenance budgets, although they may be mentioned in the FCA report. There may be
events that are also currently being managed under the Operations and Maintenance budgets
for the site. Events relating to life safety may be included in the FCA report, regardless of cost.
At the time of repair or replacement, specific “scope of work” statements and quotations should
be determined and the budgetary allowances revised, where required, to reflect actual
expenditures. Preliminary work may also be required in advance of the anticipated timeframe
for events recommended in this report, which could also entail additional costs that are above
and beyond the events’ corresponding opinion of cost.
Stantec recommends that all maintenance contracts, operating costs and cost recovery
information be reviewed in conjunction with the opinions of costs presented in this report.
Furthermore, Stantec recommends that a defined set of parameters be agreed upon between
the Client and other affected parties that pertain to classifying an event as an operating cost
versus a capital expenditure cost, and for future projects. This may include criteria such as a cost
threshold, frequency of asset replacement, nature of the work to be performed, asset insurability
or mobility, etc.

1.5

LIMITING CONDITIONS

Exclusive Use
This report, including its information and opinions, has been prepared for the exclusive and sole
use of the Municipality of North Cowichan (the "Client").
Reliance Purposes
This report shall not be relied upon for any purpose other than intended for the Client within the
scope of services negotiated between Stantec Consulting Ltd. (Stantec) and the Client without
the express prior written consent of Stantec.
Third Party Reliance
This report may not be relied upon by any other person or entity without the express written
consent of Stantec and the Client. Any reliance on this report by a third party, any decisions that
a third party makes based on this report, or any use at all of this report by a third party without
the prior written consent of Stantec is the sole responsibility of such third parties. Stantec accepts
no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by a third party as a result of decisions made or
actions based on this report.
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Distribution

No party shall distribute this report, in its final form or in draft form, or any portion or copy thereof
without the express written permission of Stantec, except that the Client may make copies of this
report as are reasonable for its own use and consistent with the intended purposes of this report.
Opinions of Cost
Any opinions of costs expressed in this report are partially based on consultation with industryrecognized publications on probable costs for materials and labour. While Stantec uses
information available to us combined with our judgment and past experience, the specific
rationale and conditions forming the basis of contractors’ bids, material or equipment pricing
are beyond our knowledge and control. Stantec can therefore not be held responsible if the
final costs vary from these opinions of cost.
As well, any opinions of costs are intended for global budgeting purposes only. The scope of
work and the actual costs of the work recommended can only be determined after a detailed
examination of the site element in question, understanding of the site restrictions, understanding
of the effects on the ongoing operations of the site/building, definition of the construction
schedule, and preparation of tender documents. Stantec expressly waives any responsibilities for
the effects of any action taken as a result of these endeavors unless Stantec is specifically
advised of prior to, and participate in the action, at which time, Stantec’s responsibility will be
negotiated.
Physical Limitations to Scope
Stantec’s work did not include intrusive testing/investigation, destructive testing, testing of life
safety systems or quantitative testing. As such, any recommendations and opinions of costs
associated with these recommendations, as presented in this report, are based on walk-through
non-invasive observations of the parts of the building(s) which were readily accessible during a
visual review. Conditions may exist that are not as per the general condition of the system being
observed and reported in this report.
Opinions of costs presented in this report are also based on information received during
interviews with site representatives, operations and/or maintenance staff. Stantec cannot be
held responsible for incorrect information received during the interview process. Should
additional information become available with respect to the condition of the building and/or
site elements, Stantec requests that this information be brought to our attention so that Stantec
may reassess the conclusions presented herein.
Assessments
No legal surveys, soil tests, environmental assessments, geotechnical assessments, detailed
barrier-free compliance assessments, seismic assessments, detailed engineering calculations, or
quantity surveying compilations have been made. No responsibility, therefore, is assumed
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concerning these matters. No guarantee or warranty, expressed or implied, with respect to the
property, building components, building systems, property systems, or any other physical aspect
of the property is made.
Standard of Care
The assessment outlined in this report generally captured conditions that existed at the time of
the site visit. Stantec’s opinions and recommendations presented in this report are rendered in
accordance with generally accepted professional standards for like services under like
circumstances for similar locales. The opinions and recommendations are not to be construed as
a warranty or guarantee regarding existing or future physical conditions or regarding
compliance of systems/components and procedures/operations with the various regulating
codes, standards, regulations, ordinances, etc.
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PROJECT TEAM

The following Stantec personnel were used for the completion of the FCA, and preparation of
the FCA report. The qualifications of each Stantec team member are attached to this report in
Appendix C.

Alexandre Bouchard, P. Eng.
Project Manager
Phone: (604) 356-5022
E-mail: Alexandre.Bouchard@stantec.com

Scott MacNeill, Architect AIBC
Principal
Phone: (250) 388-9161
E-mail: Scott.MacNeill@stantec.com

Ahmed Dagamseh, P.Eng.
Site Assessor – Electrical
Phone: (250) 388-9161
E-mail: Ahmed.Dagamseh@stantec.com

Bryan Gallagher, P.Eng.
Site Assessor – Structural
Phone: (250) 388-9161
E-mail: Bryan.Gallagher@stantec.com

Luke Ippersiel, CEM, LEED AP (BD+C)
Site Assessor – Mechanical
Phone: (250) 388-9161
E-mail: Luke.Ippersiel@stantec.com

Homay Khatami, P.Eng., CEM, PMP, CMVP, LEED AP
Site Assessor – Energy Performance
Phone: (604) 696-8000
E-mail: Homay.Khatami@stantec.com

No sub-consultants or sub-contractors were used in the completion of the FCA or in the
preparation of the FCA report.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

The subject property is located 1681 Robert Street in Crofton, British Columbia. The site is
bordered by Robert Street to the south, Musgrave Street to the west, and residential
developments to the north and east. The subject property is reportedly approximately 0.5 acres
in size.
The site, referred to as the Crofton Fire Hall, is developed with one multi-level structure. The
southern portion of the building is understood to be the original construction circa 1964, with the
addition of a second story at a later date. The northern portion of the facility was added circa
2002. Both portions of the building are provided with a basement level.
The subject facility is understood to be approximately 1,675 m² (18,000 ft²) in area and consists of
vehicle garage bay and service areas, staff rooms, offices, and lounges, as well as other
miscellaneous rooms.

Approximate extent of subject property
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FACILITY SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT

The following sub-sections describe the findings of our visual “walk-through” assessment of the
property on March 30, 2017, and our discussions with site representatives. Our events, condition
ratings, prioritization ratings and opinions of costs are summarized and tabulated in two (2)
Opinions of Costs (OoC) tables. The OoC tables are attached to this report as Appendix A and
B, and are described in Section 5.0 of this report.

4.1

SITE IMPROVEMENTS

4.1.1

Paving, Curbing, Parking

Description
An asphalt paved parking area is provided along the western portion of the property. Vehicle
access is provided along both Robert Street and Musgrave Street.
Pre-cast concrete curbing units are provided within the parking area, but generally used to
outline the landscaped planter along the southwest corner of the property.
Findings
The following deficiencies to the flexible paving parking lots asphalt were observed at the time
of the field review:


Localized longitudinal cracking (both sealed and unsealed);



Evidence of localized resurfacing; and,



Localized surface erosion along older portions of the asphalt pavement.

Recommendations
The observed deficiencies are anticipated to be remedied at part of routine maintenance
activities throughout the evaluation period. No significant remedial action, other than routine
maintenance, is anticipated during the evaluation period for the asphalt paved parking areas.
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Salient Photographs

Longitudinal cracking

4.1.2

Partial overview of the asphalt paved surfaces

Concrete Flatwork

Description
Cast-in-place concrete walkways are provided along the east side of the building connecting
building access doors to the asphalt paved parking area as well as the concrete patio.
Cast-in-place concrete pads are provided along the western building elevation adjacent to the
overhead doors. Additional concrete pads are located east of the building, providing a cast-inplace concrete patio.
Findings
No significant deficiencies were observed or reported at the time of the field review for the rigid
pedestrian pavement concrete and concrete flatwork.
Recommendations
No significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during the
evaluation period for the rigid pedestrian pavement concrete and concrete flatwork.

4.1.3

Site Landscaping

Description
Landscaping is provided to the north and the east of the building and consists largely of grass
cover, with additional trees and shrubs along the eastern portion of the property. A decorative
planter with flowers and shrubs is located along the southwestern portion of the property.
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Findings

No significant deficiencies were observed or reported at the time of the field review for the
landscaping.
Recommendations
No significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during the
evaluation period for the landscaping.

4.1.4

Other Site Appurtenances

Description
Wood frame exterior steps are provided along the southeastern portion of the building,
providing egress from the second storey of the building to ground elevation.
A custom stair structure has been dug into the sloped landscaping along the northern portion of
the property to facilitate pedestrian access along the steep slope.
Stained wood fencing that is approximately 4 feet in height is provided along the northern and
eastern property boundaries.
Two hollow aluminum flag poles were observed along the southwestern corner of the property.
The flag poles are base mounted using steel mechanical fasteners embedded in a concrete
footing.
Findings
The following deficiencies to the exterior steps and ramps were observed at the time of the field
review:


Structural concerns relating to the wood-frame stairs as discussed in Section 4.2.3.4.



Landscaped stairs, as constructed, do not provide:
o

Handrails

o

Consistent riser height

o

Consistent tread depth

o

Stable footing (i.e. risk of slipping due to soil displacement/erosion)

The following deficiencies to the wood fences were observed at the time of the field review:


Loose or easily displaced sections of fencing
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Aging of the wood components



Deterioration of the stain finishes
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No significant deficiencies were observed or reported at the time of the field review for the
flagpoles.
Recommendations
Based on our current understanding of the site conditions, localized repairs and structural
reinforcement of the exterior wood-frame stairs is recommended in the short-term.
The landscaped stairs are recommended to be replaced with a durable stair structure (e.g.
wood, concrete, etc.) to mitigate potential safety hazards.
Localized repairs to the wood fencing as well as the renewal of the stain finishes are anticipated
to be undertaken as part of routine maintenance activities.
No significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during the
evaluation period for the flagpoles.
Salient Photographs

Exterior wood-frame stairs

Landscaped stairs

Stained wood fencing

Deteriorated stain finish
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Domestic Water Service

Description
The site receives a domestic cold water supply through the municipality.

The 1964 original construction record drawings note a 100 mm domestic water service feeds the
property from below Musgrave Street through a water meter the parking area on the west side
of the building. From the meter the water service enters the west side of the building below slab
and continues to the water entry room located under the southeast stairs. A 25 mm copper line
rises up from below slab to an isolation valve before distributing to the building’s plumbing
fixtures.
The 2002 addition record drawings note two separate water services feeding the addition from
the water meter. A 50 mm service enters the west side of the addition and continues below slab
to the basement water entry room. The service enters through the wall complete with a shut-off
valve and pressure reducing valve (PRV) station before distributing to the addition’s plumbing
fixtures. A 100 mm service upstream of the meter feeds the two water truck fill stations located in
the vehicle bays from below slab.
Findings
The domestic water service is understood to be performing as intended. No concerns with
respect to the water supply were reported during the assessment.
Record drawings do not show a backflow preventer on the water service. Backflow preventers
are not installed on the water services within the building, including the truck fill stations.
Recommendations
Based on our limited understanding of below grade pipe condition and cross connection
control protection, it is recommended that further investigation be performed to determine the
water service connection’s current condition to confirm if repair or renewal work is required.
Based on the age of the storm service, it is anticipated that underground piping could require
replacement during the 10-year evaluation period.
Furthermore, the installation of reduced pressure backflow preventers on truck fill stations is
recommended.
Cost allowances for these recommendations have been included in the opinion costs table.
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Salient Photographs

1964 water service entry and shut-off valve.

2002 water service entry, shut-off valve and PRV.

Water meter and branch shut-off valve access.

Truck fill station (typical of 2). No backflow preventer
installed.

4.1.6

Sanitary Sewer Service

Description
Based on review of the 1964 original construction record drawings, the site appears to receive a
sanitary sewer hook-up through the municipality.
Limited information was available at the time of the assignment; however, available records
suggest that a 150 mm municipal sewer main is located along the eastern property boundary,
which collect sewage from adjacent properties and transports it to the north.
A 100 mm sanitary sewer leaves the building from the southeast corner and runs northeast
before leaving the property. The 2002 record drawings note a 100 mm sanitary sewer leaving
the south side of the addition. It is assumed this sewer connects to the 1964 sewer pipe before
leaving the property.
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Findings / Recommendations

The sanitary sewer service is understood to be performing as intended. No concerns with
respect to the sanitary sewer service were reported during the assessment.
Based on our limited understanding of the sanitary sewer service, it is recommended that further
investigation be performed to determine the sanitary sewer connection’s current condition to
confirm if repair or renewal work is required.
Based on the age of the storm service, it is anticipated that underground piping could require
replacement during the 10-year evaluation period.
Cost allowances for these recommendations have been included in the opinion costs table.

4.1.7

Storm Sewer Service

Description
The site does not appear to receive a storm sewer hook-up through the municipality.
Findings / Recommendations
The 1964 original construction record drawings note a 150 mm storm line from the northeast
corner of the building to a 1200 mm X 1200 mm X 1200 mm soak-away pit. The 2002 addition
record drawings note a 75 mm storm line leaving the east side below grade and connecting to
the existing system. No other records for onsite or municipal storm water upgrades were
unavailable at the time of this assessment.
Based on our limited understanding of the storm sewer service, it is recommended that further
investigation be performed to determine the storm sewer and soak-away pit’s current condition,
to confirm if repair or renewal work is required.
Based on the age of the storm service, it is anticipated that underground piping could require
replacement during the 10-year evaluation period.
Cost allowances for these recommendations have been included in the opinion costs table.

4.1.8

Natural Gas Service

Description
A natural gas feed to the site is provided by a local third party utility provider.
A natural gas supply service with metering equipment and regulators is located near the
southwest corner of the original 1961 construction.
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Findings / Recommendations

The natural gas service was installed as part of the 2002 addition and is understood to be
performing as intended. No concerns with respect to the site’s natural gas service were reported
during the assessment. Based on an EUL of approximately 50 years, renewal of the natural gas
connection is not expected over the next 10 years.
Salient Photographs

Natural gas meter, regulator and supply.

4.1.9

Electrical Service

Description
The main power is supplied from BC Hydro via 150kVA pole mounted transformers located near
the southeast corner of the property. The pole is located within the street right of way along with
the communication service.
The main electrical feeder connects to underground conduits that run from the pole to the
basement electrical room in the 2002 construction, the building is supplied via 2 x 4c-3/0 cables
installed in 2 x 4” conduits, the cables are terminated to a 400A, 120/208V, 3P disconnect switch
that feeds a CT cabinet and main service splitter.
Findings / Recommendations
The site’s electrical service appears to be installed as a part of the building addition in 2002. The
newer service supplies the original building single phase service/equipment from 1964
construction.
No concerns with respect to the size of the electrical service were reported during the
assessment and no visible signs of service overload were noticed either.
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Based on an EUL of approximately 50 years, renewal of the building’s electrical service is not
expected over the next 10 years.
Salient Photographs

Pole mount transformers located on the southeast
side of the property.

2002 BCH service entry, CT cabinet and splitter.

4.1.10 Communication Services
Description
Cable TV and telephone/internet services enter the building on the southeast side of the old
building section bays entrance. The services are delivered via underground 1 x 4” conduits
dipped from the service pole and run to the basement electrical room where terminated to wall
mount DMARC.
Findings / Recommendations
Cable and telephone services for the building are original to the building addition in 2002. The
communications feeds appeared to be fulfilling their intended purpose, and no service
concerns were reported during the assessment. Based on an EUL of approximately 50 years,
renewal of the building’s communications services is not expected over the next 10 years.
Improvement can be made to prevent unauthorized access to the main service conduit and
by providing a fiber cable entry if data demand in the building grows beyond the existing
copper infrastructure capacity.
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Salient Photographs

Main communication service, surge protection and
Nortel telephone switch.

4.2
4.2.1

2002 communication service entry, 4” conduit is run
underground to the point of entry. Improvement can
be made to prevent unauthorized access to the
conduit.

BUILDING STRUCTURE
Existing Drawings

The subject building was originally constructed in 1964 and has undergone several major
renovations and additions since. The most recent renovation was the addition of new truck
garage bays and a downstairs bar/ kitchen area in 2002.
The client has provided record drawings which include the 1964 original drawings and 2002
drawings for the new truck garage bays and downstairs bar area. Record drawings were not
available for a second story addition to the original 1964 building. This addition was estimated to
have taken place 30 years ago (circa 1980s), based on the condition of the structure.

4.2.2

Truck Garage Bays

4.2.2.1 Truck Garage Foundations
Foundations detailed on the structural drawings show reinforced concrete strip footings below
concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls. Some minor cracking was noted in the foundation walls, but
Stantec did not observe any signs of excessive foundation settlement or ground heave during
the visual review of the building.
Floor slabs in the truck garage are shown on the structural drawings as 6" thick slab on grade,
reinforced with 15M at 18” on center, each way. Crack control joints are indicated on the
drawing general notes at a maximum spacing of 20’-0”. Some minor cracks were observed in
the slab, but generally the slab on grade was found to be in good condition.
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Truck garage bay: minor crack in slab on grade

4.2.2.2 Garage Bay Superstructure
The superstructure for the garage bays is shown on the structural drawings as 1 1/2" x 20-gauge
steel deck on 32" Open Web Steel Joists (OWSJs) at 5’-0” on center. The OWSJs are supported on
reinforced CMU shear walls.
The CMU walls are nominal 8” thick walls. Locations of control joints in the CMU walls are
indicated on the general notes as a maximum spacing of 30’-0”, however no detail is shown for
how these joints were to be constructed.

Interior CMU wall: movement crack occurring at control joint

Minor cracks were observed at the control joints (where shrinkage/ temperature cracks are
meant to occur). Excessive cracking was not noted in the rest of the garage bay CMU walls.
Staining and efflorescence deposits were observed at the northeast corner of the truck garage
bays at the top of the CMU walls. Furthermore, evidence of stepped cracking was observed
along the exterior surface of the wall. This staining and buildup could be the result of moisture
ingress, further discussion is provided in Section 4.3.1 Cladding.
Overall, the garage bay structure was found to be in fair to good condition.
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Cracks observed at CMU parapet of garage bays

Firehall Areas (Meeting Hall, Old Truck Bays and Hose Tower)

4.2.3.1 Firehall Foundations
Foundations detailed on the structural drawings show reinforced concrete strip foundations for
the firehall areas. Stantec did not observe any signs of excessive foundation settlement or
ground heave during the visual review of the building.
The slab on grade for the interior areas is shown on the existing drawings as 4” thick for the
basement area and 6” thick reinforced with 6” x 6” 10/10-gauge wire mesh for the old truck
bays. The slab on grade was covered in the basement areas, in the truck bays the concrete was
found to be in poor condition with numerous cracks observed. These cracks do not currently
pose a safety concern. These cracks can be monitored by facility staff. If settlement occurs at
cracks, creating a tripping hazard, it will be necessary to repair the concrete slab.

Cracking in concrete slab-on-grade in the old truck bays
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4.2.3.2 Firehall Superstructure
The original roof framing for the firehall was constructed as a flat roof using diagonal shiplap on
2x8 joists at 16” on center. These joists are supported by glulam beams that span between steel
columns. Approximately 20-30 years ago the original roof structure was converted to a second
floor, which is currently used as a meeting hall.
A meeting hall is considered to be an “assembly area” in the British Columbia Building Code
2012 (BCBC 2012). As per BCBC 2012 “assembly areas” are required to be designed for a live
load of 100 psf (4.8 kPa). The firehall roof would have been designed for the snow load at the
time of construction, which would be unlikely to exceed 40 psf (1.9 kPa); however, this could not
be confirmed based on the documentation provided. Furthermore, it does not appear that the
existing structure was significantly upgraded for the increased load at the time of the 2 nd floor
addition.
Based on our current understanding of the site conditions, it is recommended that a load rating
study of the second-floor structure be undertaken to determine if this structure has adequate
capacity to support assembly loading. Until the 2nd floor is load rated, it is recommended to limit
the number of occupants in the assembly hall area to 12 or less.
A steel column in the old garage bay has been removed to provide access for vehicles.
Removing this column has increased the span of the glulam beam from 12’-0” to 24’-0”. This
beam is estimated to only have 40% of the required BCBC 2012 capacity. The steel column
should be replaced as soon as possible.

Steel column in old truck bay has been removed and
should be replaced

4.2.3.3 Unreinforced Masonry Walls
The exterior of the original building, built in 1964, is 8” CMU construction. The original drawings
indicate reinforcing every second course. Based on the age of construction, the reinforcing is
likely gauge metal ladder reinforcing located in the mortar joints. There is no indication of
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vertical reinforcing and the only locations showing horizontal rebar reinforcing are at the top of
walls and at the door and window lintels.
The 1964 construction would be considered to be “un-reinforced masonry”, due to the lack of
vertical reinforcement. Unreinforced masonry buildings perform poorly under seismic loading
and are therefore required to be designed/ evaluation using a higher loading criteria in the
British Columbia and National Building Codes. The CMU has been laid in a “stacked bond”
pattern. This configuration has been found to perform poorly under seismic loading.

4.2.3.4 2nd floor Exit Stair
The 2nd floor exit stair was found to be in fair to very poor condition. The timber components
require re-painting and several stair members would need to be replaced prior to re-painting.
The top landing of the stair has been supported using a steel angle knee-brace. Although the
stair has been functioning adequately since it was constructed, this angle is too slender to be
used as a compression member. The ability of the top landing to support the required BCBC
2012 exit loading is questionable. As recommended in Section 4.1.4., this support should be
replaced with a proper support designed by a structural engineer.

Angle knee-brace is suspected of being too slender
and should be replaced

4.2.3.5 Hose Tower
The hose tower is part of the original 1964 construction however, it was modified at the time of
the second-floor addition when a second-floor wet-bar area was recessed into the tower shaft.
The construction of the wet-bar area does not follow good construction practice. The structure is
hung from above using rod connections. The design is unlikely to meet code requirements. It is
recommended to remove this wet-bar structure or to provide adequate support designed by a
structural engineer.
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Bar structure from backside (hose tower)

The hose tower structure has a raised roof that does not adequately protect the interior of the
tower from rain water. The overall condition of the hose tower and the components inside the
hose tower were found to be poor, due to weathering of timber and steel components. Refer to
Section 4.3.6. for further discussion and recommendations.

Condition of hose tower elements at roof

4.2.4

Roof Top Equipment

Roof top equipment on the truck garage roof include a communication antenna and two
mechanical units. The communication antenna components were found to be in fair condition,
with minor rust found on the guy-wire restraints. The mechanical units have timber components
supporting mechanical louvres. The timber components are not connected to the structure and
would not be considered to be stable in an earthquake.
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Timber components supporting mechanical louvres

4.2.5

Exterior Structures

There are two exterior outbuildings at the subject property: a storage shed on the north side of
the garage bays and a covered bar-b-que area at the east side (back side) of the property.
Both structures are showing signs of deterioration due to weather and are expected to require
maintenance level repairs to extend the service life of the outbuildings.

Storage shed with exposed timber curb

Covered bar-b-que area

Steel bollards at the front of the building have not been capped and were found to be full of
water and debris.
It is recommended that these bollards are cleaned and filled with concrete. The bollards also
require re-painting. These activities are anticipated to be completed as part of routine
maintenance activities.

4.2.6

Building Seismic

A code comparison seismic assessment for the subject property is presented in the table below.
For the code comparison, Stantec has used the relevant design information shown on the
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structural drawings and the building code that was in place at the time of construction. Where
relevant information has not been shown on the existing drawings, Stantec has made
assumptions based on limited visual review and experience with similar projects. The 2002
drawings indicate that the garage bay structure was designed using the British Columbia
Building Code 1998 (BCBC 1998). It has been assumed that the 1964 firehall structure would have
been built to the requirements of the National Building Code of Canada 1960 (NBC 1960) as this
was the code in place at the time of construction.
The National Building Code of Canada 2015 (NBC 2015) seismic loading and methodology was
used for the code comparison. The seismic loads in the NBC 2015 have typically increased from
the current British Columbia Building Code 2012.
The methodology for determining seismic forces for buildings has had several significant updates
between the NBC 1960, the BCBC 1998 and the NBC 2015, as geoscientists and engineers have
increased their knowledge on seismic events. However, the basic design principal, that an
earthquake force is a percentage of the buildings seismic weight (self-weight plus 25 percent of
snow load) applied horizontally to the structure, is still the same. It is possible to compare the
seismic design forces by determining the base shear using the methodology from each code. A
seismic code comparison provides an approximation of seismic capacity that can be used for
high level planning purposes. To determine an accurate seismic capacity for the structures, it
would be recommended to complete a full seismic analysis. A full seismic analysis was beyond
the scope of this assessment.
Building Seismic Summary
Approx. building age
Seismic force resisting system and
related NBC 2015 ductility (Rd)
and overstrength (Ro) factors
Min seismic load using original
construction code
(Garage Bay drawings indicate IE
= 1.5)

Importance factor (IE) as per
existing drawings

NBCC 2015 seismic load
(IE = 1.5, Assumed site class D)

Firehall = 1964, Garage Bays =2002
Unreinforced CMU (fire-hall): Rd = 1.0 and Ro = 1.0
Conventional construction reinforced CMU shear walls (Garage
Bays)
Rd = 1.5 and Ro = 1.5
1964 Construction (NBC 1960)
Unreinforced CMU construction = 13% Seismic Weight
2002 Construction (BCBC 1998)
Reinforced CMU construction = 54% Seismic Weight
1964 construction: IE = 1.0 (assumed)
2002 construction: IE = 1.5 (shown on drawings)
Unreinforced CMU (1964 construction) = 172% Seismic Weight
Reinforced CMU (2002 construction) = 76% Seismic Weight
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1964 construction = less than 8% of NBC 2015 post disaster
Capacity of structure compared to
NBC 2015

load
2002 construction = 71% of NBC 2015 post disaster load
107% of NBC 2015 normal importance
load (I E = 1.0)

4.2.7

Building Seismic Discussion

The drawings indicate that the building was designed as a post-disaster facility (I E = 1.5). The
drawings indicate a seismic system corresponding to conventional CMU construction (nominal
ductility).
There have been some changes to the seismic design requirements between the BCBC 1998
and the NBC 2015. A minimum level of ductility is now required for CMU shear walls in post
disaster buildings, which corresponds to a ductility factor Rd = 2.0. The increased ductility
requirement puts limitations on the CMU reinforcing. One specific limit that the subject property
would not meet is the requirement that horizontal bond beams are located at a maximum
spacing of 4’-0”.
Limited detail is shown on the 2002 Garage Bay Addition drawings between the garage bay
construction and the previously construction firehall construction. From the 2002 drawings it
appears that the intention was to leave a 4” clear seismic separation between the two
structures.

Seismic separation between garage bay construction and firehall
(image from 2002 Herold Engineering Drawings)
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Construction observed on site did not show a seismic separation between the two structures. In
the image below the 2002 garage bay construction is shown on the left side and the 1964 CMU
construction is shown on the right side.

Joint between 2002 garage bay construction and
1964 CMU construction

The joint between the two eras of construction is approximately 1/2" and has been filled with
fiberboard. The joint observed, does not have adequate separation to perform as a seismic joint.
There was no evidence observed on site that the firehall structure was seismically upgraded
during the garage bay addition. Due to the lack of seismic separation, there is a risk of
“pounding” between the two CMU structures during an earthquake.
The garage bay structure was designed to a level exceeding the NBC 2015 requirement for
normal importance buildings, based on a code comparison analysis the existing building
structure can be considered to have a seismic capacity of 107% of the NBC 2015 normal
importance design load. This is above the “life-safety” limit of 60% of current code, which is
commonly used when evaluating existing structures. Seismic upgrade of the garage bay
structure should not be considered a priority at this time.
The firehall building would require a further study to determine if structural upgrades would be
cost effective. The firehall has several issues that would make upgrades challenging:


The 1964 CMU is likely un-reinforced



The 1964 CMU has been laid in a “stacked bond” pattern



An adequate seismic separation has not been left between the firehall construction and
the 2002 garage bay addition



Construction of the 2nd floor meeting area does not appear to be adequate for the
intended loads



Record drawings are not available for the 2nd floor meeting area addition.
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Seismic Restraint of Non-Structural Elements

A secondary consideration in protecting life safety during a seismic event is restraining nonstructural elements. Non-structural elements can pose a serious risk to life safety during an
earthquake. Proper training for building occupants and a detailed emergency plan can save
lives during an earthquake. Information on earthquake drills and emergency preparation is
provided by the British Columbia Government at the following website: shakeoutbc.ca.
Drop timber ceilings were noted on site as not having adequate seismic restraint. Angled
bracing would be expected for these ceilings.

Drop timber ceilings do not appear to have adequate
seismic restraint

Some other items that may need to be considered for seismic restraint include:


Mechanical equipment, systems and ducts;



Hanging lights,



Suspended ceilings and partition walls.

Guidelines for seismic restraint of mechanical systems can be found in the SMACNA Seismic
Restraint Manual. Guidelines for restraining common office furniture can be found on the
shakeoutbc.ca website.

4.3
4.3.1

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Cladding

Description
Portions of both the original 1964 construction as well as the 2002 addition are provided with
exposed concrete masonry unit wall elevations. The ground level of the western elevation and
southwestern corner of the 1964 construction are provided painted conventional CMU exterior
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wall. The northern and western elevations of the 2002 addition are provided with an exposed
split-face CMU exterior wall. The exposed portions of the eastern elevations of the 2002 addition
are constructed of painted conventional CMUs.
Portions of the exterior walls along the northeastern portion of the 2002 addition are clad with
cementitious fiber board siding, which are provided and manufactured paint finish. The
cladding material is provided painted wood trim details. Additional portions of cementitious
fiberboard siding are provided along the southern elevation as well as along window details of
the 1964 building.
Section of corrugated metal siding are installed along the perimeter of the building providing
edge detailing along the roof line. The metal panels are provided with a manufactured finish.
Localized portions of wood siding is provided along the southeastern portion of the 1964
building.
The 1964 portion of the building is primarily clad with an aggregate surfaced stucco. The stucco
cladding does not appear to be provided a drainage channel (e.g. rain screen) incorporated
into the wall assembly.
Findings
The following deficiencies to the concrete wall skin were observed at the time of the field
review:


Cracks were observed in the exterior CMU parapets of the garage bays;



Evidence of moisture ingress through the 2002 vintage concrete block walls.

No significant deficiencies were observed or reported at the time of the field review for the
cementitious fiberboard siding or metal siding.
The wood siding appeared to be in acceptable condition overall; however, evidence of
wearing and aging of the wood components were observed. Furthermore, many of the wood
details were embedded into the stucco cladding; as such, the wood components should be
assessed in conjunction with the stucco cladding.
The following deficiencies to the face-sealed stucco cladding were observed at the time of the
field review:


Localized damage to the stucco cladding;



Unsealed joints and penetrations;



Evidence of moisture discharge onto the stucco cladding in various locations;



Evidence of moisture ingress along the southwestern building elevation comprised of a
combination of stucco and CMU exterior finishes.
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It should be noted that face sealed cladding assemblies have been known to result in
problematic conditions from moisture migrating into, and getting trapped within, the cladding
assembly. Over time, the trapped moisture results in deterioration (e.g. decay, corrosion, etc.) of
the materials within the wall assembly. In the worst cases, the deterioration also affects the
structural components.
Recommendations
Based on our current understanding of the site conditions, a repair program is recommended for
the exterior CMU wall assemblies in order to:


Seal observed cracks, penetrations and joints in the wall assembly; and,



Mitigate moisture ingress into the building.

No significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during the
evaluation period for the composite panels and metal siding.
Based on the limited understanding regarding the condition of the stucco cladding, further
investigation is recommended in order to determine:


The presence/absence, as well as the extent and severity of moisture ingress into the
building envelope; and,



Identification of remedial actions to reinstate the system and mitigate the deterioration.

Repair of the component should be completed as directed by the findings of the study to
minimize further deterioration. Furthermore, based on age, the stucco is anticipated to attain
the end of its service life during the evaluation period; as such, a comprehensive replacement of
the stucco cladding should be considered.
Salient Photographs

Overview of southwestern elevation

Cracked mortar joint in 2002 split-face CMU
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Exposed 2002 CMU exterior wall with cracked mortar Evidence of moisture ingress along 2002 CMU wall
construction
joints

Moisture staining along the face-sealed stucco
cladding

Moisture staining along the face-sealed stucco
cladding

Moisture staining along 1964 ceiling assembly

Localized damage to the stucco cladding

4.3.2

Exterior Paints

Description
Paint finishes were observed along the exposed conventional CMU walls, wood siding, as well as
doors and window frames.
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Findings

The age of the painted finishes appeared to vary throughout the development with the worst
being associated with the 1964 vintage wood components, which appeared weathered and
worn.
Recommendations
Based on age, the exterior painted finishes are expected to require replacement within the
evaluation period.

4.3.3

Exterior Sealants

Description
The presence of sealants along the exterior elevations was limited, leaving penetrations in the
building envelope (e.g. windows, doors, vents etc.) as well as along intersection of dissimilar
cladding materials unsealed.
Findings
Numerous unsealed cladding joints/intersections and penetration edges leave the building
envelope exposed to potential moisture ingress.
In conjunction with the face-sealed stucco and weathered wood components, unsealed
joints/penetrations increase the chances for problematic moisture ingress.
Recommendations
Based on our current understanding of the site conditions, a comprehensive review and
application of sealants are recommended in the foreseeable future. The remedial works should
be considered in conjunction with the findings/recommendations resulting from the further
investigation of the stucco cladding.

Unsealed joint between cladding types

Unsealed joint between cladding types
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Exterior Windows

Description

The windows along the 1964 vintage building elevation area a combination of single pane
windows set in painted wood frames along with double pane insulating glazing units (IGUs) set in
aluminum frames. Few double pane IGU windows set in vinyl frames can also be observed within
the southern (1964) portion of the building.
Double pane IGU windows set in vinyl frames were observed along each of the elevations of the
2002 addition.
Findings
Overall, the windows appeared to be fulfilling their intended purpose, with no significant
deficiencies observed or reported at the time of the field review; however, it should be noted
that weathering of the wood frames as well as poor thermal performance of the wood-frame
and aluminum frame windows, may result in increased maintenance requirements for these
window types.
Recommendations
Based on age, the wood-frame windows and aluminum-frame windows are expected to attain
the end of their expected useful life and require replacement within the evaluation period.
No significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during the
evaluation period for the vinyl frame windows.

4.3.5

Exterior Doors

Description
The access doors along the exterior elevations of the building are predominantly comprised of
painted steel doors set in steel frames; however, portions of the 1964 vintage structure are
provided with wood doors set in wood frames.
Sectional overhead doors are provided along western and southern building elevations. The
doors are generally constructed of pre-finished aluminum panels, incorporating double-pane
glazing, mounted in a vertical track system with motorized operator.
Findings
Overall, the windows appeared to be fulfilling their intended purpose, with no significant
deficiencies observed or reported at the time of the field review. The wood doors were observed
to be weathered and deteriorated suggesting that they are approaching the end of their
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service life and could be susceptible to security breaches if left unattended. Furthermore,
maintenance level deficiencies along the doors (e.g. difficult hardware and deteriorated
weather stripping) was observed.
Recommendations
Based on our current understanding of the site conditions, a comprehensive replacement of the
wood entrance door should be considered within the evaluation period.
Maintenance to the door hardware and accessories is anticipated to be undertaken as part of
routine maintenance activities.
Otherwise, no significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during
the evaluation period for the metal access doors or overhead doors.
Salient Photographs

Wood-frame door

Weather wood frame with localized decay

Overview of overhead doors

Damaged overhead door weather stripping
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Roof Assemblies

Description

The building is constructed with low-slope roof structures above both the northern (2002
addition) and southern (original building footprint) portions of the building, which are provided
with modified bituminous (SBS) membrane assembly. The details pertaining to the roof assembly
design were not provided within the available documentation at the time of the assignment.
The southern portion of the building is provided with a hose tower assembly, which is provided a
suspended low-slope roof assembly covered with a modified bituminous membrane.
A sloped roof assembly covered with a pre-finished corrugate metal panel roof assembly is
provided along the northeastern portion of the building. The metal panel roofing is installed with
exposed mechanical fasteners, assumed to incorporate rubber gaskets.
Findings
The following deficiencies to the modified bituminous membrane roofing (SBS) were observed at
the time of the field review:


Age of the roof assemblies appeared to vary between the northern and southern
portions of the building;



Alligator cracking and wearing of the cap sheet along the northern roof assembly;



Localized blistering within the northern roof assembly;



Water ponding along both northern and southern roof assemblies;



Surface erosion of cap sheet granules along the southern roof assembly;

The following deficiencies to the hose tower suspended roof assembly were observed at the
time of the field review:




Suspended roof design exposes interior of hose tower to the exterior elements, which has
resulted in:
o

Moisture ingress into the hose tower interior;

o

Corrosion of metallic components (including electrical junction boxes &
conduits);

o

Evidence of moisture ingress/accumulation and associated deterioration of the
suspended roof assembly soffits; and

o

Moisture accumulation and associated deterioration along painted CMUs.

Significant water ponding along suspended roof assembly
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The sloped metal panel roofing assembly appeared to be in acceptable condition overall with
no significant deficiencies observed to reported at the time of the assignment; however, it
should be noted that the position of the gasketed fasteners (i.e. field vs ridge) is susceptible to
moisture ingress as the individual fastener gaskets weather.
Recommendations
Based on our current understanding of the site conditions, replacement of the low-slope roof
assemblies is anticipated during the evaluation period. Due to variation in the condition of the
roof assemblies along the northern and southern building elevations, a phased replacement of
the roof assemblies has been included in the cost tables.
Based on the observed condition, the alteration of the hose tower roof assembly is
recommended in order to address:


Enclosing the openings to mitigate moisture ingress into the hose tower;



Confirming the integrity of the existing roof assembly (i.e. moisture damage within the
assembly based on the observed condition of the soffit panels);



Improve water drainage to mitigate prolonged ponding; and,



Provide acceptable means to access roof elevation considering the intent of enclosing
the hose tower.

No significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during the
evaluation period for the sloped metal panel roof assembly.
Salient Photographs

Wearing and alligator cracking along cap sheet

Ponding water along roof assembly
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Blister within roof assembly

Blister within roof assembly

Hose tower suspended roof assembly

Corrosion and moisture staining along underside of
suspended roof

Corrosion and moisture staining along underside of
suspended roof

Deterioration of suspended roof CMUs
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BUILDING INTERIORS
Wall Finishes

Description
Interior partition walls are primarily comprised of a combination of conventional gypsum board
wall assemblies as well as concrete masonry unit walls, both of which are typically provided with
a painted finish. It should be noted that the date of last renewal, application of a primer as well
as the paint type, or number of coats to the interior walls could not be confirmed at the time of
the assignment.
Localized composite wall paneling is installed in the 1964 vintage washrooms. Plywood panels
and/or unfinished wall assemblies are provided within service rooms.
Findings
Fire/smoke stopping along interior partition walls appeared to be absent in portions of building.
Furthermore, unsealed openings were observed along service rooms and adjacent to wallmounted equipment, which compromises the facility’s fire-rated wall assemblies.
The wall paneling appeared to be in acceptable condition overall and fulfilling its intended
purpose; although the washroom wall panels appeared dated. It is also understood that the
washroom wall panels are confirm asbestos containing materials (ACMs), although the
documentation was not provided and/or reviewed as part of the assignment.
No significant deficiencies were observed or reported at the time of the field review for the
interior wall painting.
Recommendations
Based on the observed conditions, further review of the construction and condition of the firerated wall assemblies, fire stopping and smoke stopping is recommended. Remedial actions
should be undertaken based on the findings of the recommended study. Cost allowances for
the investigation and anticipated remedial actions have been included in the cost tables.
The interior wall paneling is anticipated to remain serviceable throughout the evaluation period
with proper care and maintenance. Should refurbishment of the washrooms and associated
wall paneling be undertaken, proper care should be undertaken to identify and handle ACMs.
Refurbishment of the interior paint finishes is anticipated during the evaluation period; as such an
allowance for the lifecycle replacement of the paint finishes has been included in the cost
tables.
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Salient Photographs

Unsealed openings along fire-rated wall assembly

4.4.2

Unsealed openings along fire-rated ceiling assembly

Floor Finishes

Description
The 2002 addition is primarily provided with an exposed concrete floor slab along both the
ground floor and basement level with the exception of resilient sheet flooring in the washrooms
and administration office as well as removable rubberized floor mats in the basement fitness
room.
The southern portion of the facility is provided with exposed concrete floor finishes along the
ground level vehicle bays and hose tower. Wood laminate flooring is provided along the ground
level office space as well as the 2nd level multi-purpose room. Carpeting is installed within the
stairwells as well as the 2nd level office/storage rooms. Resilient sheet flooring is provided within
the 2nd level kitchen/serving room. The basement lounge is predominately provided a ceramic
tile floor finish.
Findings
The following deficiencies to the exposed concrete floors were observed at the time of the field
review:


Hairline cracks along the floor surfaces



Protrusion along the ground level of the southern portion of the building as a result of the
support post removal, which presents uneven floor surface and tripping hazard.

The following deficiencies to the carpet flooring were observed at the time of the field review:


Wearing and staining of the carpet finishes



Large penetration through carpet in 2nd level office/storage room resulting in tripping
hazard
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Otherwise, no significant deficiencies to the other floor finishes were observed or reported at the
time of the field review.
Recommendations
Based on the observed condition, removal of the protrusion (or reinstatement of the support
post) within the southern vehicle bay is recommended in order to mitigate the tripping hazard.
This is anticipated to be undertaken as part of routine maintenance activities.
Based on age and observed condition, renewal of the carpet finishes is anticipated during the
evaluation period; as such, an allowance for the lifecycle replacement of the carpeting has
been included in the cost tables.
Otherwise, no significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during
the evaluation period for the other floor finishes.
Salient Photographs

Protrusion in southern vehicle bay

Overview of worn carpeting

Penetration through carpeting
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Ceiling Finishes

Description

The ceiling finishes throughout the facility are primarily comprised of painted gypsum board
ceiling assemblies. The paneling appeared to be mechanically fastened to the concealed
ceiling structure.
Suspended ceiling tile ceiling assemblies were observed in the southern ground level office
space, the 2nd level kitchen, as well as a portion of the basement level lounge.
Exposed ceiling structures can be observed within the northern garage bays, and few service
rooms.
Findings
Localized staining to ceiling finishes, such as suspended ceiling tiles, were observed. Otherwise,
no significant deficiencies to the ceiling finishes were observed or reported at the time of the
field review.
Recommendations
No significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during the
evaluation period for the ceiling finishes.

4.4.4

Interior Doors

Description
Interior door throughout the facility are generally comprised of painted wood doors hinge
mounted into painted wood frames.
Interior fire rated doors are generally comprised of painted steel doors hinge mounted into
manufactured steel frames.
Findings
No significant deficiencies to the interior doors were observed or reported at the time of the field
review.
Recommendations
No significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during the
evaluation period for the interior doors.
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Interior Stairs

Description

The interior stairs located within the southern portion of the building are constructed of wood,
covered with carpeting, and provided wall-mounted wooden handrails. The stairs provide
access between the basement, ground level, and 2 nd level of the southern portion of the
building.
The stairs located within the northern portion of the building are constructed of cast-in-place
concrete and provided with a painted finish and wall-mounted wood handrails. The stairs
provide access from the ground level to the basement level.
Findings
Localized deterioration and wearing of the stair finishes were noted; however, no significant
deficiencies were observed or reported at the time of the field review.
Recommendations
The painted stair finishes are anticipated to be refurbished as part of routine maintenance
activities. The carpet finishes are discussed in Section 4.4.2 – Floor Finishes.
Otherwise, no significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is anticipated during
the evaluation period for the interior stairs.

4.4.6

Miscellaneous Equipment and Accessories

Description
A combination of floor-mounted, pre-finished metal partitions and custom-built wood frame
partitions are provided in common washrooms throughout the facility.
The millwork in the facility generally includes wood laminate counters in the washrooms, wood
laminate cabinets, wood laminate cupboards, and wood laminate countertops in the kitchen
and basement level lounge, wood laminate workstations in the northern office space, custom
built wood-frame bar in the multi-purpose room, and stainless steel working surfaces in the
northern equipment rooms.
Double tier metal lockers are provided in the northern washrooms/changerooms.
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Findings

The millwork observed throughout the building varied in age, condition and type. Overall, the
millwork appeared functional; however, the countertops observed within the southern
washrooms appeared to be worn and dated.
Furthermore, discussions and recommendations pertaining to the construction of the 2 nd level
wet-bar are provided in Section 4.2.3.5.
Otherwise, no significant deficiencies were observed or reported at the time of the field review
for the equipment and accessories.
Recommendations
The equipment and accessories are anticipated to remain serviceable throughout the
evaluation period (except the 2nd level wet-bar, as discussed in Section 4.2.3.5.).
Renewal of these components is anticipated to be driven by interior renovation or other renewal
programs. As such, no significant remedial action, other than routine maintenance, is
anticipated during the evaluation period for the equipment and accessories.
Salient Photographs

Dated millwork in southern washrooms

Dated millwork in southern washrooms
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Domestic Water Distribution Systems

Description
Domestic water is supplied to the building by two separate below grade services as described in
Section 4.1.5. – Domestic Water Service. Domestic water piping distributes from the two
incoming service locations to serve the building’s plumbing fixtures.
Findings / Recommendations
Domestic water distribution piping age and installation quality varies with the section of building
it serves. No concerns with respect to the domestic water distribution system were reported
during the assessment.
Domestic water distribution piping is mostly concealed within walls and above GWB ceilings.
Visible piping within the 1964 original building is uninsulated soldered copper and generally well
supported. Visible piping within the 2002 is insulated soldered copper and generally well
supported. Some localized staining and failures were noted on pipe insulation.
Undocumented modifications have been made to the distribution piping required to serve
fixtures added to the second floor. The workmanship and installation practices on sections of
modified piping was observed to be sub-par in comparison to anticipated practices for similar
buildings.
Based on an EUL of 30 years for copper pipe, periodic repair or refurbishment of domestic water
distribution piping and/or equipment is anticipated over the next 10 years to maintain
functionality and reliability; as such, periodic contingency cost allowances have been included
in the costs tables. Otherwise, the plumbing is anticipated to remain serviceable throughout the
evaluation period.

Domestic water piping within 1961 original building.

Domestic water piping within basement of 2002
addition. Note water staining on insulation.
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What appears to be domestic water copper tubing What appears to be uninsulated domestic water
to serve fixtures on second floor. No smoke seal at
copper tubing and ABS drain pipe on common
wall penetration.
perforated strap support.

4.5.2

Domestic Water Heating Systems

Description
Domestic hot water supply is provided to the building via two (2) electric hot water heaters, one
serving the original 1964 construction and one serving the 2002 addition.
Neither system includes a domestic hot water recirculation loop, pump or expansion tank.
Tag
None
None

Location
1964 Basement
Storage
2002 Basement
Storage

Service

Manufacturer

1964 building

GSW

2002 addition

John Wood

Capacity
184 liters
3.0 kW
284 liters
4.5 kW

Findings / Recommendations
The water heater located within the 1964 portion of the building is understood to have been
manufactured in 2007. The domestic water heater in the 2002 portion of the building is
understood to have been manufactured in 2014. No concerns with respect to the site’s
domestic hot water heating system were reported during the assessment, and both systems
were reported to be performing as intended.
The heaters are missing seismic restraints.
EUL for typical domestic water tank type heaters described herein is approximately 10 years. As
such, replacement is anticipated within the 10-year evaluation period to maintain system
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function and reliability; however, the replacement cost for each tank is anticipated to be less
than the $3,000 reporting threshold.
Salient Photographs

DHW heater serving the original 1964 construction. DHW heater serving the 2002 addition.

4.5.3

Sanitary Sewer Systems

Description
Sanitary waste generated from the building’s plumbing fixtures and floor drains is collected in
sanitary sewer piping and risers. Piping is mostly concealed but visible sections consisted of ABS,
cast iron and copper pipe material. Sanitary sewer piping combines to exit the building from
two drain lines as described in Section 4.1.6. – Sanitary Sewer Service.
The development is not provided with either sanitary sump pumps or grease interceptors.
Findings / Recommendations
Sanitary sewer piping is understood to be original to the building’s construction in 1964 and 2002.
No significant concerns with respect to the sanitary sewer system were reported during the
assessment.
Localized corrosion staining was observed on some sections of cast iron drain piping within the
2002 basement.
Undocumented modifications have been made to sanitary drain and vent piping required to
serve fixtures added to the second floor. The workmanship and installation practices on sections
of modified piping was observed to be sub-par in comparison to anticipated practices for similar
buildings.
Due to the varying age of the sanitary system and poor workmanship practices of some
sections, periodic repair or refurbishment of sanitary piping is anticipated to increase over the
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next 10 years to maintain functionality and reliability; as such periodic contingency allowances
have been included in the cost tables. Otherwise, the systems are anticipated to remain
serviceable throughout the evaluation period.
Furthermore, the installation of a grease interceptor for the public kitchen installation on the 2 nd
level of the facility, should be considered as per the requirements of the BC Plumbing Code.
Salient Photographs

Sanitary and vent piping in void space above 1964
washrooms.

Sanitary and vent piping in void space above 1964
washrooms.

Corrosion staining on cast iron drain pipes.

Unidentified section of ABS piping with batt insulation
in hose tower.

4.5.4

Storm Sewer Systems

Description
The 1964 original construction record drawings note a 100 mm below grade perimeter drain
system. External rainwater leaders and a floor drain in the hose tower are noted to be
connected to this system. The 2002 record drawings do not show a perimeter drain system
around the addition.
Storm water collected via roof drains on the 1964 flat roof section is piped via external rainwater
leaders to the perimeter drain system. Storm water collected via roof drains on the 2002 flat roof
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section is piped via cast iron interior rainwater leaders to the below grade storm system. Storm
water from sloped roof sections is collected in eavestroughs and carried below grade via
external rainwater leaders to the perimeter drain system.
The facility does not appear to be provided with storm sump pumps or an oil interceptor for
garage and parking area drainage.
Findings / Recommendations
There are no catch basins in the parking lot. Trench drains are provided in front of each vehicle
bay door and shown on the 2002 record drawings. However, trench drain outlet piping is not
shown on the drawings and could not be verified during the site review.
Based on our limited understanding of the storm sewer system, it is recommended that further
investigation be performed to determine the storm sewer system’s current condition and to
confirm if repair or renewal work is required. If the additional load of the 2002 addition has been
added to the original 1964 storm sewer without additional upgrades, the 1964 systems could be
overloaded. However, PVC cleanouts observed around the 1964 building suggests at least some
sections of the original storm sewer system have been upgraded.
Based on the age of the original storm sewer system, non-PVC underground piping could require
replacement during the 10-year evaluation period.
Furthermore, installation of an oil interceptor prior to the storm water discharge location should
be undertaken as per the requirements of the BC Plumbing Code.
Cost allowances for these recommendations have been included in the opinion costs table.

Exterior rainwater leaders connected to perimeter
drain system.

Roof drain, overflow scupper on 2002 addition.
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Vehicle bay trench drains.

4.5.5

Natural Gas Distribution Systems

Description
A natural gas service enters the 1964 building above grade through the southwest exterior wall
of the museum. The natural gas system serves two infrared tube heaters located in the vehicle
bay and a unit heater in the museum. Distribution piping appears to be run at 14 kPa (2.0 lbs)
and material is threaded black iron.
The meeting hall kitchen includes a commercial gas range.
Findings / Recommendations
Natural gas distribution piping is original to 2002 addition construction. Visible sections of piping
were well supported and included some identification markings.
Based on age and conditions encountered during the assessment, the building’s natural gas
distribution piping is not expected to require major capital investment over the next 10 years.

4.5.6

Plumbing Fixtures

Description
Washroom plumbing fixtures in the 1964 original construction include vitreous china and stainless
steel lavatories with manual two handle faucet set in vanities, flush tank water closets, vitreous
china pedestal and wall hung urinals with manual flush valves. Sinks in the meeting hall bar and
kitchen are single or double bowl stainless steel with manual two handle or single lever
gooseneck faucets. The kitchen includes a built-in heavy-duty dishwasher. The basement
lounge includes a single bowl stainless steel bar sink with single lever manual faucet and a builtin residential dishwasher.
Washroom plumbing fixtures in the 2002 addition include vitreous china lavatories set in vanities
with manual two handle faucets, flush tank water closets, and wall mounted vitreous china
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urinals with manual flush valves. Showers are acrylic enclosures with curtains complete with
chrome shower heads and manual shower valve. Barrier-free water closet and shower fixtures
are installed in the Women’s washroom. The barrier-free shower does not include a hand spray
type shower head.
There are no emergency fixtures. Bottle type eyewashes stations were observed.
Findings / Recommendations
The common plumbing fixtures appear to be original to the respective building’s construction.
Fixtures were generally observed to be in acceptable condition with some exceptions.
Within the 1964 construction water staining was noted on some vitreous china fixtures. There are
a variety of lavatory basin types and sizes suggesting some have been replaced since their
original installation. Many fixture drainage traps are heavily corroded or have been completely
replaced.
Ongoing replacement of fixtures or components is anticipated to be required over the next 10
years to maintain function and reliability. Costs for which are expected to be covered under the
site’s operations and maintenance budgets.
Salient Photographs

Barrier free water closet (2002 addition).

Fixture staining (1964 construction).

Flush valve urinals (2002 addition).

Lavatories (2002 addition).
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Fixture staining (1964 construction).

Shower enclosure (2002 addition).

Corroded trap (1964 construction).

ABS trap (1964 construction).

Meeting hall kitchen sink (1964 construction).

Meeting hall kitchen dishwasher (1964 construction).
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4.5.7
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Basement lounge bar sink and dishwasher (1964
construction).

Heating Systems

Description
The second floor of the 1964 construction is served by a packaged rooftop heat pump with a
capacity of 6.0 tons. Supply air is delivered to the zone via ductwork and ceiling supply air
diffusers. A wall mounted programmable thermostat controls unit operation. Record drawings
for the system were not available and age of the installation is unknown.
The basement lounge is served by a refrigerant based split heat pump system with a capacity of
2.5 tons. Supply air is delivered to the zone via ductwork and supply air diffusers located in a
bulkhead. A wall mounted programmable thermostat controls unit operation. Record drawings
for the system were not available and age of the installation is unknown.
A mid-efficiency gas-fired unit heater serves the museum. Age and capacity of the unit could
not be verified. The unit uses room air for combustion and flue gases are vented to outdoors via
wall cap in the adjacent exterior wall. A wall mounted low voltage thermostat controls unit
operation.
Two gas-fired infra-red tube heaters serve the vehicle bay. Each unit has an output capacity of
100 MBH. Units are sealed combustion type with combustion air drawn through wall caps
located in the soffit over the garage bay doors and flue gases vented to rooftop terminal. A wall
mounted low voltage thermostat controls unit operation.
Electric unit heaters and electric baseboard heaters are distributed throughout the building.
Record drawings for electric heaters were not available. Age and capacity of individual heaters
is unknown. All electric heaters appear to be controlled by wall mounted low voltage
thermostat.
Findings / Recommendations
Seismic restraint of mechanical equipment may not be adequate as noted in Section 4.2.4 and
Section 4.2.8 of this report.
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All the heating systems/equipment were reported to be fulfilling their purpose with no significant
deficiencies observed or reported at the time of the field review.
Based on our current understanding of the condition and operation, the facility heating
systems/equipment are not expected to require significant investment beyond routine
maintenance over the next 10 years to maintain function and performance. Costs for which are
expected to be covered under the site’s operations and maintenance budgets.

Packaged heat pump serving the second floor
meeting hall.

Mini-split fan coil unit serving basement lounge.

Mini-split condensing unit serving basement lounge

Gas-fired unit heater (museum).

Gas-fired infra-red tube heater.

Electric unit heater.
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Typical electric baseboard heater.

Cooling Systems

Description
Cooling is provided to the second floor meeting hall by the packaged rooftop heat pump
system. The unit appears to be complete with economizer section for free-cooling operation
when outside air temperature is below 18°C. Refer to the Heating Systems and Ventilation
Systems sections for additional information.
Cooling is provided to the basement lounge by the refrigerant based split system.
Additional information pertaining to these systems are provided in Section 4.5.7. – Heating
Systems and 4.5.8 – Ventilation Systems.
Findings / Recommendations
Operation of the cooling systems was not assessed during the site investigation as there was no
cooling load in the meeting hall and the split system was not energized.
All the cooling systems/equipment were reported to be fulfilling their purpose with no significant
deficiencies observed or reported at the time of the field review.
Based on our current understanding of the condition and operation, the facility cooling
systems/equipment are not expected to require significant investment beyond routine
maintenance over the next 10 years to maintain function and performance. Costs for which are
expected to be covered under the site’s operations and maintenance budgets.
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Ventilation Systems

Description

Ventilation of the facility is achieved through mechanical equipment as well as passive means
(i.e. operable windows).
Ventilation is provided to the second floor meeting hall by the packaged rooftop heat pump
system, discussed in the previous sections. However, the ventilation rate may not be adequate
during periods of high occupancy.
Ventilation is provided to the basement lounge by the split system fan coil unit. However, the
ventilation rate may not be adequate during periods of high occupancy.
Some perimeter zones include operable windows.
Findings
Ventilation is generally inadequate throughout the facility. Furthermore, the BC Building Code
establishes minimum ventilation requirements based on ASHRAE Standard 62.1. Although some
perimeter spaces with operable windows comply with minimum ventilation requirements, in
reality this may not be adequate during periods of high occupancy or during cooler months
when windows tend to remain closed. Interior spaces, including storage rooms, should be
mechanically ventilated to ensure acceptable indoor air quality and prevent the buildup of
moisture or odour.
No mechanical ventilation systems are installed in the main floor level of the 1964 original
construction. Furthermore, windows in perimeter spaces are fixed (i.e. non-operable).
No mechanical ventilation systems are installed in the 2002 addition. Ventilation of occupied
spaces, including the Control Room and basement workout room, is by operable windows only.
Recommendations
Based on the observed conditions, further investigation is recommended to evaluate the
feasibility of HVAC upgrades including:


Addition of an HRV and electric duct heater controlled by time clock to serve the main
floor level of the 1964 original construction.



Addition of an HRV and electric duct heater controlled by time clock to serve the
workout room. Alternatively, a heat pump split system with outdoor air intake in place of
an HRV would provide the additional benefits of air conditioning and more energy
efficient heating than the existing electric baseboards.



Addition of an HRV and electric duct heater controlled by time clock to serve the
Control Room.
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Verification of the meeting hall rooftop heat pump unit’s outside air damper operation
and ability to meet minimum ventilation requirements during peak occupancy.



Verification of the basement lounge fan coil unit’s operation and ability to meet
minimum ventilation requirements during peak occupancy. This includes verifying the
size required outside air intake size and directly connecting the outside air duct to the
inlet side of the fan coil, complete with motorized damper.

A budgetary cost allowances for this study and anticipated upgrades have been included in
the cost tables.

4.5.10 Exhaust Systems
Description
A combination of fractional horsepower inline ceiling exhaust fans are used to ventilate
washrooms throughout the building.
The vehicle bay includes two manually controlled exhaust fans for vehicle exhaust. The exhaust
fans are mounted along the roof above the serviced vehicle bays. Based on the available
documentation, the rooftop fans are rated at 1 horsepower and 1000 CFM each.
The kitchen includes two residential style range hoods, one for a commercial gas range and one
for a residential style electric range.
Findings
Seismic restraint of rooftop equipment may not be adequate as noted in Section 4.2.4 and
Section 4.2.8 of this report.
Exhaust systems are generally inadequate throughout the facility. Furthermore, the BC Building
Code establishes minimum exhaust requirements based on ASHRAE Standard 62.1.
It appears that the main floor washrooms in the 1964 original construction are not exhausted to
outdoors.
The men’s washroom on the second floor includes an exhaust fan controlled by wall timer
switch. The Women’s washroom is not exhausted but does include an operable window.
The range hood serving the commercial gas range in the kitchen does not meet the
requirements of NFPA 96. Commercial cooking equipment requires a grease exhaust system
including upblast fan and fire suppression system.
The workshop in the 2002 addition is not exhausted. The room contains storage of chemicals,
small gas powered equipment and a grinder.
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An electrical room in the 1964 original construction is not exhausted. The room is also used for
storage including cleaning supplies.
A residential electric range in the basement lounge is not exhausted.
Recommendations
EUL for rooftop fans is 20 years. As such, rooftop exhaust fans are not expected to require
significant investment beyond routine maintenance over the next 10 years to maintain function
and performance. Costs for which are expected to be covered under the site’s operations and
maintenance budgets.
Based on the observed conditions, further investigation is recommended to evaluate the
feasibility of exhaust system upgrades including:


Install a common washroom exhaust system with rooftop exhaust fan controlled by time
clock to serve the 1964 original construction washrooms.



Install a dedicated exhaust fan ducted to outdoors for the workshop controlled by time
clock with manual override in the workshop.



Upgrade range hood exhaust system to NFPA 96 requirements, including dedicated
make-up air supply and fire suppression system.



Install a dedicated exhaust system with high and low level intakes, make-up air inlets and
CO/NO2 gas detection system for the vehicle bay.



Install a dedicated exhaust fan ducted to outdoors controlled by time clock for the
electrical room.



Install a residential range hood ducted to outdoors for the basement lounge electric
range.

A budgetary cost allowances for this study and anticipated upgrades have been included in
the cost tables.

4.5.11 Fire Protection Systems
Description
The facility is not provided with a sprinkler system.
Supplemental fire suppression consists of portable 10lbs ABC fire extinguishers on wall hooks
distributed throughout the building.
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Findings / Recommendations
Fire extinguisher service tags were observed to be up of date.

It was noted during the inspection that dangerous goods are stored throughout the building. It is
recommended that an appropriate flammable storage cabinet be installed within the workshop
for this purpose.
The kitchen range hood exhaust may require a chemical fire suppression system to NFPA
requirements. Refer to Section 4.5.10 - Exhaust Systems for additional information.

4.6
4.6.1

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Electrical Service and Distribution

Description
The building original construction from 1964 included a 200A, 120/240V single phase service.
Since the original construction, two additions were completed in 1980’s and 2002. The 1980’s
construction included the addition of a second level above the original truck bays, this addition
was fed from the original 1964 electrical service. The newer 2002 addition triggered an electrical
service upgrade. As a result, a new 400A, 120/208V, 3P electrical service was installed to feed
the new 2002 addition and to re-feed the existing building service. In addition, the building is
equipped with two plugs for a portable generator to supply emergency panels, one panel is
located in the truck bay and the second panel located within the original 1964 service.
The 2002 service is fed from BC Hydro via pole mounted transformers which supplies a 400A,
120/208V, 3P disconnect switch that feeds a CT cabinet and main 400A service splitter.
The new splitter feeds a 1 x 200A distribution panel and a 120/208V to 120/240 V, 50kVA
transformer that feeds the original service from 1964 construction. A 60A emergency panel with
manual transfer switch is also installed and fed from the new 200A panel via 60A, 2P breaker.
Most of the original construction service equipment are still in service. The main original splitter
supplies a 1 x 100A distribution panel, 1 x 200A distribution panel, 1 x 60A emergency panel with
manual transfer switch and a 1 x 100A distribution panel from the 1980’s construction.
Findings / Recommendations
The main distribution service is missing the arc flash stickers and it appears the coordination study
and arc flash study was not conducted at the time of the installation or thereafter. Given the
multiple breakers type and equipment suppliers we recommend a new study to be conducted
to provide a better understanding of the breakers coordination and arc flash boundaries.
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It was observed that many of the distribution panels were at capacity, load review and new
panels are recommended to provide future capacities.
In general, many electrical equipment was hard to access due to storage and clutter in the
service rooms. Maintain code required clearance for all equipment.
Corroded mechanical supply disconnects and conduits were noticed on the roof and the hose
tower. In addition, the roof penetration was poorly done without the use of proper weather
heads. Also, corroded EMT conduits were noticed in the hose tower. New equipment and
conduits are recommended to replace all corroded equipment.
GFCI protection is missing from the interior receptacles located within 1.5m of water faucets and
on the outside receptacles. In addition, weather proof receptacle covers do not meet recent
code requirement (In-use weather proof covers). The roof is missing service receptacles as per
CEC 22.1-15. New GFCI receptacles, weatherproof covers and new receptacles are
recommended to meet current codes and standards.
The original 1964 electrical room is used for storage, clearance distances in front of the electrical
panels are not maintained. Also, the original 50kVA transformer and 120/240 service equipment
are +52 years and beyond expected service life.
Based on an EUL of approximately 40 years and current equipment condition, all original
equipment from 1964 construction requires immediate replacement.
Salient Photographs

A mix of original 1964 and post 2002 electrical
equipment.

Main electrical service from 2002 upgrade.
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120/208V to 120/240V dry type transformer feeding
original 1964 equipment, access is restricted due to
storage and clutter in the rooms.
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Corroded boxes and conduits in the hose tower

Emergency Power

Description
The current building is not equipped with a backup generator. Two separate plug-ins are
provided for portable style generators. One plug is located in the new electrical room in the
basement and the second plug is located in the original 1964 electrical room. Both are located
inside the building which requires the generator to be placed inside the building or the use of a
long extension cords.
Findings / Recommendations
The emergency panel contains two breakers with a mechanical latch to prevent suppling the
building from two sources or to back feed the utility lines. The mechanical lock is attached by
one screw to the panel.
The panel used does not meet minimum utility standards for emergency power supply, in
additional to this plug, another plug was added to the original service in a similar fashion which
posses a risk of feeding the building from two sources at the same time in addition to back feed
the grid if the screw fail in one of these panels.
New back up generator complete with automatic transfer switch and distribution system is
recommended for this building.
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Salient Photographs

Generator supply interlock, Authorities to confirm if
the current installation is acceptable. It appears a
variance was given for this specific installation.
Records were missing on this installation.

4.6.3

Portable generator #1 located in the 2002 addition
electrical room to supply an emergency panel.

Interior Lighting

Description
The lighting in the building is a mixture of suspended LED light fixtures in the 2002 addition (offices
and truck bays), surface mount T8 source light fixtures in the original 1964 building and 1980’s
second level addition. CFL, halogen and incandescent in the basement and service rooms.
Most lighting are industrial LED strip lighting and 2x4 LED panels in the 2002 construction. Surface
mount wrap around T8 fixtures in most of the original 1964 and 1980 construction. Recessed pot
lights and surface residential grade track lights in the basement.
Low voltage control is provided for the new LED light fixtures in the 2002 addition and outside
lighting. Line voltage lighting control system is used throughout the rest of the building (1964 and
1980 construction).
Findings / Recommendations
Interior light fixtures in the newer 2002 addition seem to have been upgraded in the last 2 years,
and appeared to be performing as intended. As such, the interior light fixtures in the 2002
addition (truck bays and office) are not anticipated to require replacement over the 10-year
evaluation period.
Interior light fixtures in the original 1964 building’s development and the 1980 addition appeared
to be performing as intended with minor deficiencies. However, the older T8 lighting, CFL and
Halogen lighting source represent older technology and typically consume more energy and
require more maintenance compared to the newer LED technology. It is recommended that
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these lighting fixtures be replaced with newer LED light fixtures to match the latest lighting
upgrade in the building.
Based on age, the interior light fixtures in the original 1964 building and 1980 building addition
are anticipated to require replacement over the 10-year evaluation period. A cost allowance
for their lifecycle replacement has been included in the cost tables.
Salient Photographs

Wraparound surface mount T8 light fixtures in the
multi-purpose room (1980 addition).

Newer suspended LED strip lights in the 2002 truck
bays addition.

Recessed pot lights and track lights in the basement

T8 Wraparound light fixture in the original 1964
building

4.6.4

Exterior Lighting

Description
Exterior wall-mounted wall packs LED light fixtures are found throughout the exterior building on
both original 1964 and 2002 construction.
Light fixtures are understood to be operated via photocell and time clock controls.
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Findings / Recommendations

Exterior lighting is generally newer installation (in the past +2 years). Most light fixtures appeared
to be functional, although it was observed that one wall pack on the south side of the 1964
section of the building is malfunctioning, it was on when daylight was at high level, it appears
the photocell controlling that fixture has failed.
Based on our current understanding of the condition and operation of the exterior lighting
fixtures, significant remedial actions are not anticipated over the 10-year evaluation period.
Salient Photographs

LED wall pack w/ built in photocell

4.6.5

Close up of another style of exterior LED Wall Pack
located above the 2002 addition new truck bays.
Lights provide automatic on/off/and dimming

Emergency Lighting and Exit Signs

Description
The existing emergency lighting system consist of central self-contained DC lead acid batteries
packs that activates low voltage halogen remote heads when normal power fails. The system
was installed as a part of the building construction in 1964, the second level addition
construction in 1980’s, and the new building addition in 2002 and there after. Remote heads are
placed mainly in the egress paths to exit and stairwell.
The existing EXIT signs are a DC battery powered low voltage signs with thermoplastic enclosure
and red EXIT faceplate installed in locations leading to the exit route.
Findings / Recommendations
The existing battery pack units are missing the test records as required by BCBC and BC fire
code. It is also probable that the emergency lighting system does not meet the NBC
requirements for minimum lighting levels in all areas. Specific areas of concern are: egress paths
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to exit, exit doorways, interior stairways, building service/equipment rooms, and exterior stairways
and ramps in the path of exit from the building.
The existing exit signs were functional at the time of the site visit. it appears some exit doors were
missing exit signs. In general, it is assumed that the system met the code at the time of the
installation, however it is currently outdated and does not comply with the requirements of the
most recent edition of the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC).
We recommend a test of the current emergency lighting system to be conducted and to
provide necessary documentations and repairs where required. The test records are to be
maintained onsite.
Also, it is recommended to conduct a full test of the emergency lighting system under dark
winter conditions to assess the system’s code compliance when ambient natural light is at a
minimum. Deficiencies, where found, are anticipated to be addressable by adding new battery
packs and low voltage emergency heads as necessary to achieve code compliance. A cost
allowance for the recommended study and localized improvements has been included in the
cost tables.
New, high efficiency LED exit signs to replace the existing exit signs in all locations. The new signs
are to display the green “running man” pictogram in accordance with the current BCBC and
NBCC requirement. A cost allowance for this lifecycle renewal program has been included in
the cost tables.
Salient Photographs

Typical battery pack with remote heads.

An exit door located in the basement is missing exit
sign.
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Communication Systems

Description

The main switched telephone system is a Nortel Network Central mounted on the wall by the
demarcation point located inside the 2002 addition electrical room. Additionally, 50 pairs are
run to another DMARC located in the old electrical room from 1964 to re-feed existing outlets in
the southern portion of the building.
Structured cabling is mainly Cat3 for telephone services and Cat5e cables run from the point of
service to a Cat5 patch panel using RJ-45 connectors. The internet service is provided from a
network switch located in the 1964 electrical room mounted on a wall shelf.
A fully enclosed floor mounted radio cabinet is located in the 1964 electrical room below the
tel/data service. Radio cables are run to the roof antenna through the hose tower.
The building is also equipped with cable TV (Cat V cables) run from the service provider to
minimal locations within the building via a coax cable splitter located in the 1964 electrical
room.
Findings
The following observations were made at the time of the assignment:


66 BIX blocks, Cat3 and Cat5 cables are still in use, this technology provides slower and
less crosstalk reduction compared to the newer Cat6 structured cables.



The structured cabling is run freely above the T-bar, it also appears raceways and sleeves
are not used in concealed walls.



Radio tower lightening protection system is missing, in addition the grounding system
does not meet the most recent electrical code (CEC22.1-15 section 10) requirement and
CSA S37 standards



Radio cabinet appears to be missing proper ventilation, heat rejection and minimal
cooling requirements of the installation were not available for review.

Recommendations
The following recommendation are provided based on our current understanding of the site
conditions:


Consider upgrading the entire infrastructure in the building to newer Cat6/Cat6a in the
future, including:
o

Cat6 cables C/W Cat6 patch panels and switches;

o

Fiber optics are recommended for the main active hardware equipment;
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o

Add a new multi strands single mode, service entry rated fiber cable to the
existing services, if possible from an alternate route to provide alternate service
and improve connectivity.

o

Provide termination box and replace existing network switches with fiber rated
entry switches.



Install new grounding and lightening protection system for the antenna tower on the
roof.



Provide ventilation in the radio cabinet to prevent equipment from possible damaging
heat rise, this work should be done in conjunction with the recommendations provided in
Sections 4.5.9 and 4.5.10.

Salient Photographs

Wall mount switch located in the original electrical
room.

Existing service box, DMARC and Nortel Telephone
switch in the newer electrical room.

Existing non-ventilated radio cabinet located in the
newer electrical room

Radio tower grounding system on the roof
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Fire Alarm Systems

Description

The existing fire alarm system was installed as a part of the building addition in 2002, the main
Edwards EST panel is located by the new addition man door, ionized smoke detectors and rate
of rise heat detectors are installed in various locations and pull stations at building exits.
The installed panel is a dual mode conventional and addressable panel type. The panel is
capable of monitoring 16 initiation zones and up to four notification circuits.
An Edwards 6604 fire alarm panel enclosure was used as splice box to re-feed most existing
devices in the southern building sections. It appears this panel was decommissioned when the
new panel was installed.
Findings
The following observations were made at the time of the assignment:


Fire Alarm Documentation is missing:
o

Sequence of Operations was missing. The sequence of operation shall detail each
device operation and the outcome from each device action. The sequence of
operation shall detail the site specifics.

o

Annual test certificate is missing (not available onsite).

o

Zone map is missing

o

Maintenance logbook was not available for review to review the system history in the
last +3 years.



Fire alarm supply breaker is missing a red lock.



Devices were reused from the 1980’s installation, these devices are at the end of their
EUL.



Current placement of devices and devices detection type are in need of review and
adjustment in some locations (i.e. storage room was missing a detector).



Pull stations and bell’s mounting heights do not meet current standards.



Existing bells do not deliver temporal T3 pattern as per the recent BCBC code
requirement.



The main panel is discontinued and no longer supported by the manufacturer.



It appears the panel is not monitored offsite for troubles signal.



The kitchen is not equipped with a suppression system and equipment are not
monitored.



Facility is not provided with a fire escape plan
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Recommendations

To address the concerns mentioned, the following recommendations are provided for the
existing system:


Add new detection devices and replace all devices from older installations.



Add new annunciation devices and re-adjust the pull stations and bells mounting
heights.



Provide new documentation: fire escape plan, zone map, manuals, certificate and draft
a sequence of operations



Run new circuit to the bells and re-program to deliver temporal T3 pattern.



Re-program the panel and re-verify. Possibly include provisions for future kitchen
suppressing system monitoring.



Install red lock on fire alarm supply breaker.



Provide monitoring relay for offsite troubles monitoring. Add troubles monitoring to Prices
Alarms Co. alarm monitoring points.



In addition, the panel is not supported anymore, if any module or the main power supply
of the panel fails spare parts will be a challenge to secure.

If all the mentioned above are implemented the system will have +8 years of expected life span.
Given the age of the system, current status and the required work to bring the system up to
code we recommend a total replacement of the system with a new engineered addressable
fire alarm system. The new system will have an expected life of approximately 25 years and shall
be designed to meet the recent codes and standards.
Salient Photographs

Edwards EST Fire alarm control panel installed at the Typical exposed wiring in some locations of the
main 2002 addition exit.

building. Cables were stapled tightly into wood
framing causing insulation deformation.
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Security Systems

Description

The southern portion of the building is equipped with DSC PC P300 and PC 5010 systems with
programmable LCD DSC 450 series keypads, infrared motion detectors and door sensors. The
system was installed after the building construction and throughout the building ongoing
maintenance and improvement. In addition, the system provides monitoring for the fire alarm
system alarm status.
The system is monitored offsite by Prices Alarms Co.
Findings / Recommendations
The wiring is run exposed in some locations, improvement can be made to the wiring system.
Overall the system appears to be performing as intended. Based on age, the building’s the
security system is expected to require replacement over the next 10 years as they achieve their
EUL.
Salient Photographs

Older DSC 4051 keypad by the main 2002 addition Existing security panel located in the original
electrical room.
building entrance
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5.0

OPINIONS OF COST

5.1

OPINIONS OF COST TABLES

Opinions of costs were developed for the FCA report to reflect our assessment findings and
recommendations, as presented under the applicable headings of Section 4.0. The
recommendations and opinions of costs are summarized and tabulated in two (2) Opinion of
Cost (OoC) tables, which are attached to this report as Appendix A and B, and are described as
follows:


Table A – Component Listing and Event Costs - Provides a breakdown of the major
building / site system components that were observed during our "walk-through" review
of the site, their assumed age, and corresponding opinions of cost (in current dollar
values), prioritization, and timing to perform recommended actions.



Table B – Component Event Costs Summary - Provides a listing of events and
corresponding opinions of cost (in current and future dollar values) for repair /
replacement expenditures of major building / site system components that are
anticipated over the 10-year evaluation period. Table B also provides a
recommendation for adjustments to Capital Replacement Reserve Fund annual
contributions to offset the expenditures presented therein.

5.2

OPINIONS OF COST SUMMARY

The table presented below indicates the total opinion of costs (in current dollar values) for facility
systems that are anticipated over the next 10 years.

Sum of Total Opinion of Probable Cost by Building System
(10 Years, Uninflated)
Building System
Opinion of Probable Cost
Building Envelope
$342,000
Building Interior
$77,000
Electrical Systems
$334,000
Mechanical Systems
$368,000
Site Improvements
$106,000
Structural System
$25,000
Total
$1,252,000
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Total Opinion of Cost by Building System

$106,000

$25,000
$342,000

$368,000

$77,000

$334,000

The table presented below indicates the total opinion of costs (in current dollar values) for event
type that are anticipated over the next 10 years.

Sum of Total Opinion of Probable Cost by Event Type
(10 Years, Uninflated)
Event Type
Opinion of Probably Cost
Contingency
$425,000
Deferred Maintenance
$68,000
Immediate Repair
$45,000
Lifecycle Replacement
$482,000
Optional Repair
$175,000
Study
$57,000
Total
$1,252,000
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Total Opinion of Cost by Event Type
$57,000
$175,000

$425,000

$482,000
$45,000

$68,000
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ENERGY INTENSITY

6.1

ELECTRICITY ANALYSIS

Project No.: 115616398

There is one electricity service line to the fire hall that is fitted with BC Hydro meter. The monthly
data over the period of 2015 and 2016 were plotted except the months of January and
December in 2016 which the data was missing (we assumed the same values as with those of
2015 for presentation and total consumption comparison). As can be seen, the data for October
and November 2016 is also quite low and unusual. Overall, the electricity consumption is
reduced to 51,240 kWh in 2016 from 67,023 kWh in 2015. The jump in consumption is obvious over
the heating season due to more load on the electrical unit heaters, baseboard heaters and two
electric domestic hot water heaters.

6.2

NATURAL GAS ANALYSIS

Trend data for single natural gas meter for the building is provided as illustrated in the figures
below.
As it is expected, the majority of gas consumption occurs during the winter time with highest
heating degree days (HDD) and attributed to the operation of ceiling mounted gas fired radiant
tubes in the fire hall. The total gas consumption in 2016 decreased by 7% to 349 GJ compare to
2015 of 375 GJ. A higher gas usage pattern in summer time is also noticeable that could be due
to higher use of gas by kitchen range and stove on level 2.
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Comparing with 2015, the normalized gas consumption trend data (when we factored in the
heating degree days) in 2016 depicts that the consumption has experienced steady-state with
exceptions of sporadic jumps in the first four months of year and a drop in the months of
October and December. This trend is illustrated in the next graph. This could be due to a number
of reasons including change in occupancy, schedule, overhead door operation, and/or
different heating practice by the gas fired heating systems.
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BUILDING PERFORMANCE

The building energy performance index (BEPI) is calculated at 124 kWhe/m2/year which is
significantly lower than the average BEPI of building with similar office occupancy. The average
office buildings in British Columbia have a BEPI of 222 kWhe/m2/year based on the NRCan
database in 2014. The figure below presents the ratio of the building gas consumption (65.4%)
compare to electricity (34.6%) in the total consumption mix. This pattern needs to be further
investigated as is not consistent with typical office facilities in BC, which usually represents
marginally equal ratio.
Among the proposed energy conservation measures that are described in other section of this
report, it is proposed that an energy monitoring and sub-metering system be installed and
implemented so as the energy profile could further be analyzed.
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ENERGY SAVINGS OPPORTUNITY

The following energy conservation measures (ECMs) were identified at the time of the
assignment:
a. Re-configure the hose tower roof structure. At the moment the tower is completely
exposed to outdoor air at roof top and acts as stack (chimney effect) which allows all
conditioned air in the building to escape. As such, to mitigate the loss of conditioned air
the structure should be enclosed and alternate roof access should be provided.
b. Reprogram the packaged RTU logics in the southern building section to bring in fresh air
as needed (demand control ventilation) with installation of CO2 and occupancy sensor
in the upper floor multi-purpose lounge. Currently, the RTU runs even with no occupancy.
c. Reprogram the programmable thermostat of the RTU to reflect the actual zonal
occupancy schedule during weekdays and weekend, and leverage the full capacity
and modes of thermostat for night setback and setup settings
d. Reprogram the Trane heat pump (HP) logics in basement level lounge to bring in fresh air
just as needed (demand control ventilation) with installation of CO2 and occupancy
sensor. Currently, the HP runs even with no occupancy.
e. Reprogram the programmable thermostat of the HP to reflect the actual zonal
occupancy schedule during weekdays and weekend, and leverage the full capacity
and modes of thermostat for night setback and setup settings
f.

Replace the existing old and low efficient ice maker with high efficient energy star
machine. It should be noted that the current ice maker door does not close properly and
the seal has been damaged, resulting in increased energy consumption.

g. Insulation of currently exposed DHW piping throughout the building from the DHWT to
DHW services in kitchen and washrooms.
h. Adjust the DHW setpoint to standard parameter (55 ºC to 60 ºC).
i.

Reduce the heat loss in truck bays by including and enforcing a procedure for overhead
doors to left opened/closed particularly in heating season.

j.

Add or improve weather stripping seal for the access door (bottom and sides) located in
basement level lounge.

k.

Investigate the reasoning of leaving the windows open in the Workshop 102 and Scott Air
room 103 in the northern portion of the building. Otherwise, windows should be kept
closed as much as possible to prevent the loss of conditioned air from building.

l.

Install door interlock (door end switch) on truck bay overhead doors to shut off the
associated radiant heaters when the door left open for certain time (Typically 1 Min).
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m. Retrofit the existing stand-alone thermostats for base board heaters/unit heaters in
various locations with programmable thermostats to avoid systems operation when there
is no occupancy.
n. Replace the existing wall-mounted thermostats in the fire truck bay area with black bulb
sensors. The sensors measure radiant heat rather than space temperature, decreasing
the operation of the heaters and their gas consumption accordingly.
o. Add time clock to the pop cooler and water drinking coolers (fountains) to run only
during occupied schedules.
p. Add time clock for standalone exhaust fans (Washroom, etc.) to reduce their operation
after hours.
q. Replacement of a couple of single glazed windows in 1964 building with double pane
windows.
r.

Install Vending Miser for the vending machines and beverage cooler in fire hall and
kitchen.

s.

Replacement of existing interior lighting (mostly T8, CFL, Halogen, incandescent and HPS)
with LED equivalent. For non-ballast equipment, the retrofit would be direct replacement
of lamps. For fixtures fitted with ballast, the retrofit could be through replacement of the
whole fixture or by a retrofit kit (LED drivers and lamps having the existing ballasts
bypassed).

t.

Replace the current line voltage switches with wall integral occupancy switches in less
traffic areas such as washrooms, kitchen, workshop, and hallways. Associated exhaust
fan, in these locations, could also be connected to the sensor.

u. Add wall or ceiling mounted passive infrared (PIR) occupancy sensors in other areas such
as truck bays, offices, lower level lounge, etc.
v. Rectify the photocell connection and/or time clock for one of the exterior LED lighting
fixtures located on the southern building elevation, which was operational during
daytime hours.
w. Occupant education and awareness: Include sticker at lighting switches to “turn off
light” and sticker by thermostats regarding changing setpoints and adjustable
deadbands.
x.

Involvement of a consultant to prepare ECM implementation plan, design, review and
validation of ECM implementation.
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DISCUSSIONS

Based on our current understanding of the site conditions, the Crofton Fire Hall facility is
considered to be in fair to poor condition overall.
As it currently constructed and operated, the facility is understood to be underutilized with
portions of the facility being largely unused (i.e. southern vehicle bays, offices, etc.) .
Furthermore, the construction practices combined with the lack of documentation results in
further engineered investigation and potentially significant upgrades to the facility (i.e. structural
loading, seismic requirements, building envelope performance, mechanical ventilation, etc.)
most of which are related to the southern portion of the building.
The facility systems generally range between 53 to 15 years in age, which results in significant
anticipated expenditures for systems which are approaching (or have surpassed) the end of
their expected useful life (EUL) . On-going capital expenditures are anticipated beyond the
evaluation period to further maintain building components as they attain the end of their EULs.
Few optional repairs as well as energy conservation measures have been identified throughout
the body of this report and should be considered in conjunction with other capital renewal
projects presented herein in order to improve the facility’s overall function and performance.
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8.0

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION AND INTERVIEWS

8.1

SITE REVIEW

A visual walk-through review of the site was conducted by the Assessment Team on March 30,
2017. The weather at the time of the assessments was a mix of sun and cloud, with ambient
temperatures of approximately 10 degrees Celsius.
Access to all common areas of the site was made available at the time of the site visit.

8.2

DOCUMENTATION REVIEW

Stantec requested relevant documentation from the Client that could provide knowledge of the
property's physical improvements, extent and type of use, and/or assist in identifying material
discrepancies between reported information and observed conditions. Stantec's review of
documents provided does not include commenting on the accuracy of such documents or their
preparation, methodology, or protocol.
The following documents were reviewed and information derived from these documents was
included in the preparation of this report.
Documentation Reviewed
Document Title
Firehall Building at Robert and
Musgrave Streets – Crofton BC
Crofton Firehall Addition
Crofton Firehall Proposed Building
Addition

8.3

Date

Author

Type of Document

McArravy and
Barley Architects

Architectural Drawings

May 14,
2002

DAS Mechanical
HVAC Consultants

Mechanical and Plumbing
Drawings

May 8, 2002

Herold Engineering
Limited

Structural Drawings

June, 1964

INTERVIEWS

The following personnel were interviewed or contributed information that was used in the
process of preparing this FCA report:


Mr. Dan Milne, Assistant Manager of Operations – Municipality of North Cowichan
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CLOSURE

Stantec has completed a Facility Condition Assessment Capital Renewal Plan of the Crofton Fire
Hall property, located at 1681 Robert Street in Crofton, British Columbia. The work was performed
at the request of the Municipality of North Cowichan utilizing methods and procedures
consistent with customary commercial practice and industry standards. The independent
conclusions represent Stantec’s professional judgments based on conditions that existed and
information and data made available to Stantec during the course of the assessment. Factual
information received has been assumed to be correct and complete.
Stantec recommends that this report be reviewed annually so that adjustments may be made
to reflect actual costs of work, changes to timing and cost of work expected for coming years.
Should any clarification be required regarding the content or conclusions of this report, please
contact the undersigned at the contact information provided below.
Respectfully submitted,
STANTEC CONSULTING LTD.

Alexandre Bouchard
Project Manager
Phone: (604) 356-5022
Fax: (250) 382-0514
E-mail: Alexandre.Bouchard@stantec.com

Scott MacNeill, Architect AIBC
Principal
Phone: (403) 389-2542
Fax: (250) 382-0514
E-mail: Scott.MacNeill@stantec.com
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Component Listing and Event Costs

A.1

Importance
Priority

Condition
Priority

Likelihood
Priority

Priority Rating

Time to Next
Event (Years)

Initial Event
Year

Frequency of
Repetition
(Years)

5

5

4

4.40

Immediate
Repair

0

2018

20

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

Replacement of the landscaped stairs with
appropriately constructed staircase.

3

4

4

4

3.80

Deferred
Maintenance

1

2019

20

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

7,000

$

7,000

$

7,000

Fair

Cost allowance to investigate condition of existing
water service.

3

4

4

3

3.60

Study

1

2019

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

3,000

$

3,000

$

3,000

54

Fair

Contingency allowance to replace existing water
service.

3

4

4

3

3.60

Contingency

5

2023

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

25,000

$

25,000

$

25,000

50

16

Poor

Install backflow prevention on truck fill stations.

3

5

5

4

4.40

Deferred
Maintenance

1

2019

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

1964

50

54

Fair

Cost allowance to investigate condition of existing
sewer service.

3

4

4

2

3.40

Study

1

2019

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

3,000

$

3,000

$

3,000

Below Grade Piping

1964

50

54

Fair

Contingency allowance to replace existing sewer
service.

3

4

4

2

3.40

Contingency

5

2023

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

25,000

$

25,000

$

25,000

Storm Service

Below Grade Piping

1964

50

54

Fair

Cost allowance to investigate condition of existing
storm service and soak-away pit.

3

3

4

2

3.10

Study

1

2019

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

3,000

$

3,000

$

3,000

Site
Improvements

Storm Service

Below Grade Piping

1964

50

54

Fair

Contingency allowance to replace existing sewer
service.

3

3

4

2

3.10

Contingency

5

2023

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

25,000

$

25,000

$

25,000

10

Structural
System

Seismic restraint

Seismic restraint of nonstructural elements

N/A

-

-

Poor

Seismic restraint of non-structural elements

3

4

4

2

3.40

Contingency

1

2019

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

11

Structural
System

Load rating/ seismic
study of Firehall
building

Gravity/ seismic system of
firehall building

N/A

-

-

Very Poor

Structural/ seismic assessment of firehall building
including second floor construction and
unreinforced masonry performance

3

5

5

3

4.20

Study

0

2018

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

12

Structural
System

Steel column

Gravity System

N/A

-

-

Very Poor

Replace steel column in old truck bay

3

4

5

4

4.10

Immediate
Repair

0

2018

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

13

Building
Envelope

Concrete Block Repair

Exterior Walls

1964

20

54

Poor

Repair allowance to mitigate observed deficiencies

3

3

4

5

3.70

Deferred
Maintenance

2

2020

20

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

8,000

$

8,000

$

8,000

14

Building
Envelope

Stucco Cladding Study

Exterior Walls

1964

-

54

Poor

Building Envelope Condition assessment to
presence, extent, and severity of deterioration
along the building envelope, particularly relating to
the face-sealed stucco

3

3

4

4

3.50

Study

1

2019

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

15

Building
Envelope

Stucco Cladding Repair Allowance

Exterior Walls

1964

-

54

Poor

Repair allowance to mitigate observed deficiencies

3

3

4

4

3.50

Deferred
Maintenance

2

2020

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

16

Building
Envelope

Stucco Cladding Lifecycle Replacement

Exterior Walls

1964

40

54

Good

Post-poned lifecycle replacement assuming
recommended remedial actions have been
undertaken to extend the current service life

3

3

2

3

2.70

Lifecycle
Replacement

10

2028

40

0

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

70,000

$

70,000

$

70,000

17

Building
Envelope

Paints (& Stains)
Exterior Wall Skin

Exterior Walls

1964

10

54

Fair

Lifecycle Replacement

3

1

3

1

2.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

0

2018

10

1

2

1

Lump
Sum

$

4,000

$

4,000

$

8,000

18

Building
Envelope

Joint Sealers (Caulking)
Exterior Wall Skin

Exterior Walls

1964

10

54

Poor

Application of sealants along unsealed joints and
penetrations through the exterior walls

3

3

4

3

3.30

Deferred
Maintenance

0

2018

10

1

2

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

10,000

19

Building
Envelope

Windows

Aluminum Frame & Wood
1964
Frame

35

54

Fair

Lifecycle Replacement

3

3

3

3

3.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

2

2020

35

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

20

Building
Envelope

Wood Entrance Door

Exterior Walls

1964

40

54

Fair

Lifecycle Replacement

3

3

3

3

3.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

2

2020

40

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

6,000

$

6,000

$

6,000

21

Building
Envelope

Modified Bituminous
Membrane Roofins
(SBS)

2002 Addition footprint

2002

25

16

Fair

Lifecycle Replacement

3

3

3

3

3.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

4

2022

25

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

95,000

$

95,000

$

95,000

Condition
Rating

3

Component
Identifier / Descriptor

Effective Age
(Years)

Repair Allowance to replace rotten timber, add
proper steel support, and repaint the exterior
staircase

Component
Name

EUL
(Years)

Number of
Events in 5
Year Period

Facility
System

Year of
Install

Event
Type

Item #

Location Priority

TABLE A - COMPONENT LISTING AND EVENT COSTS

1

Site
Improvements

Exterior Steps

2nd floor exit stair

1980

20

38

Very Poor

2

Site
Improvements

Exterior Steps

Exterior Landscaped stairs 1964

20

54

Poor

3

Site
Improvements

Domestic Water
Service

Below Grade Piping

1964

50

54

4

Site
Improvements

Domestic Water
Service

Below Grade Piping

1964

50

5

Site
Improvements

Domestic Water
Service

Install Truck Fill BFP

2002

6

Site
Improvements

Sanitary Service

Below Grade Piping

7

Site
Improvements

Sanitary Service

8

Site
Improvements

9
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Recommendation

Number of
Events in 10
Year Period

Quantity

Unit

Unit Cost
Event Cost
(2018 Dollars) (2018 Dollars)

Total Opinion of
Probable Cost
(10 Years,
Uninflated)

05/10/2018

Importance
Priority

Condition
Priority

Likelihood
Priority

Priority Rating

Time to Next
Event (Years)

Initial Event
Year

Frequency of
Repetition
(Years)

Lifecycle Replacement

3

3

2

3

2.70

Lifecycle
Replacement

9

2027

25

0

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

65,000

$

65,000

$

65,000

Alteration to the hose tower to enclose the
openings and mitigate moisutre ingress

3

3

4

3

3.30

Optional
Repair

1

2019

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

40,000

$

40,000

$

40,000

Very Poor

Review of the construction and condition of the firerated wall assemblies, fire stopping and smoke
stopping

3

4

5

3

3.90

Study

0

2018

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

54

Very Poor

Budgetary allowance to undertake remedial
actions as discussed in the recommended study

3

4

5

3

3.90

Immediate
Repair

0

2018

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

15,000

$

15,000

$

15,000

10

16

Fair

Lifecycle Replacement

3

1

3

1

2.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

3

2021

10

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

45,000

$

45,000

$

45,000

1980

15

38

Fair

Lifecycle Replacement

3

2

3

2

2.50

Lifecycle
Replacement

3

2021

15

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

12,000

$

12,000

$

12,000

Periodic Repair
Allowance

1964

50

54

Fair

Contingency allowances to account for periodic
repairs to the system throughout the evaluation
period

3

3

3

4

3.20

Contingency

4

2022

5

1

2

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

10,000

Sanitary Sewer

Periodic Repair
Allowance

1964

50

54

Fair

Contingency allowances to account for periodic
repairs to the system throughout the evaluation
period

3

4

3

4

3.50

Contingency

4

2022

5

1

2

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

10,000

Mechanical
Systems

Sanitary Sewer

Kitchen Grease
Interceptor

N/A

30

-

Poor

Installation of a grease interceptor in kitchen as per
the requirements of the BC Plumbing Code

3

4

4

4

3.80

Optional
Repair

1

2019

30

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

31

Mechanical
Systems

Storm Sewer System

Below Grade Piping

1964

50

54

Fair

Cost allowance to investigate condition of existing
perimeter drain system.

3

2

3

3

2.70

Study

1

2019

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

3,000

$

3,000

$

3,000

32

Mechanical
Systems

Storm Sewer System

Below Grade Piping

1964

50

54

Fair

Contingency allowance to upgrade perimeter
drain system including adding an oil interceptor.

3

2

3

3

2.70

Contingency

5

2023

50

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

30,000

$

30,000

$

30,000

33

Mechanical
Systems

HVAC

Ventilation Systems

1964

-

54

Poor

Detailed ventilation effectiveness and HVAC
upgrade study.

3

3

4

3

3.30

Study

1

2019

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

6,000

$

6,000

$

6,000

34

Mechanical
Systems

HVAC

Ventilation Systems

1964

-

54

Poor

Contingency allowance to provide mechanical
ventilation as needed and to upgrade existing
HVAC equipment as needed.

3

3

4

3

3.30

Contingency

2

2020

2

2

5

5

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

50,000

$

250,000

35

Mechanical
Systems

HVAC

Exhaust Systems

1964

-

54

Poor

Detailed exhaust effectiveness and upgrade study.

3

3

4

3

3.30

Study

1

2019

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

4,000

$

4,000

$

4,000

36

Mechanical
Systems

HVAC

Exhaust Systems

1964

-

54

Poor

Contingency allowance to provide additional
exhaust as needed and to upgrade existing
exhaust systems as needed.

3

3

4

3

3.30

Contingency

2

2020

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

40,000

$

40,000

$

40,000

37

Mechanical
Systems

Fire Protection

Dangerous Goods
Storage

1964

-

54

Very Poor

Contingency allowance to provide additional
exhaust as needed and to upgrade existing
exhaust systems as needed.

3

5

5

5

4.60

Immediate
Repair

0

2018

0

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

38

Electrical
Systems

Coordination and Arc
flash Study

Coordination and Arc
flash Study on existing
main service and
distribution equipment

N/A

10

-

Poor

Study

3

4

4

3

3.60

Study

1

2019

10

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

39

Electrical
Systems

Original 1964
equipment

Original 1964 equipment

1964

30

54

Poor

Lifecycle Replacement

3

4

4

3

3.60

Lifecycle
Replacement

1

2019

30

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

30,000

$

30,000

$

30,000

40

Electrical
Systems

corroded equipment corroded equipment and 1964minor repairs
2002
and repairs

30

Varies

Poor

Deferred Maintenance: Corroded Equipment &
Safety Upgrade (GFCI and Cover plates), provide
service receptacles

3

3

4

3

3.30

Deferred
Maintenance

1

2019

30

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

16

Good

1964

-

54

Poor

Interior Partition Walls

1964

-

54

Partition Wall
Firestopping - Repair

Interior Partition Walls

1964

-

Building Interior

Interior Wall Painting

Interior Partition Walls

2002

27

Building Interior

Carpet Flooring

-

28

Mechanical
Systems

Domestic Water
Distribution

29

Mechanical
Systems

30

Facility
System

Component
Name

22

Building
Envelope

Modified Bituminous
Membrane Roofins
(SBS)

23

Building
Envelope

Hose Tower Alteration

Roof elevation

24

Building Interior

Partition Wall
Firestopping - Study

25

Building Interior

26
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Component
Identifier / Descriptor

Year of
Install

25

Item #

Condition
Rating

Number of
Events in 5
Year Period

Effective Age
(Years)

Event
Type

EUL
(Years)

Location Priority

TABLE A - COMPONENT LISTING AND EVENT COSTS

Original building footprint 2002

Recommendation

Number of
Events in 10
Year Period

Quantity

Unit

Unit Cost
Event Cost
(2018 Dollars) (2018 Dollars)

Total Opinion of
Probable Cost
(10 Years,
Uninflated)

05/10/2018

Condition
Rating

Location Priority

Importance
Priority

Condition
Priority

Likelihood
Priority

Priority Rating

Time to Next
Event (Years)

Initial Event
Year

Frequency of
Repetition
(Years)

16

Very Poor

Budgetary allownce for observed deficiencies
including: grounding, duplicate connections, and
seismic repair

3

5

5

3

4.20

Immediate
Repair

0

2018

25

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

16

Very Poor

Allowance for the installation of a permanent
generator and transfer switch

3

5

5

3

4.20

Optional
Repair

1

2019

25

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

125,000

$

125,000

$

125,000

20

16

Fair

Life Safety upgrade, Lifecycle Replacement

3

5

3

4

3.80

Lifecycle
Replacement

4

2022

20

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

40,000

$

40,000

$

40,000

19802002

20

Varies

Poor

Lifecycle Replacement

3

5

4

3

3.90

Lifecycle
Replacement

1

2019

20

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

10,000

$

10,000

$

10,000

T8 in the offices and
original bays

1980

30

38

Fair

Lifecycle Replacement

3

3

3

4

3.20

Lifecycle
Replacement

3

2021

30

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

50,000

$

50,000

$

50,000

Emergency Exit signs

Missing Signs, Red EXIT
Signs

19802002

20

Varies

Poor

Lifecycle Replacement

3

5

4

3

3.90

Lifecycle
Replacement

1

2019

20

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

6,000

$

6,000

$

6,000

Electrical
Systems

Telephone and Data

Entire Building

2002

25

16

Good

Improvement in critical communication and
monitoring systems

3

4

2

2

2.80

Lifecycle
Replacement

9

2027

25

0

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

35,000

$

35,000

$

35,000

48

Electrical
Systems

Radio system

Antenna tower and
wiring

2002

25

16

Poor

Deferred Maintenance: new grounding, lightening
and raceway

3

4

4

3

3.60

Deferred
Maintenance

1

2019

25

1

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

8,000

$

8,000

$

8,000

49

Electrical
Systems

Security System

DCS Maxsys system w/
offsite monitoring

2002

25

16

Good

Lifecycle Replacement

3

3

2

2

2.50

Deferred
Maintenance

9

2027

25

0

1

1

Lump
Sum

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

Component
Name

Component
Identifier / Descriptor

EUL
(Years)

Number of
Events in 5
Year Period

Facility
System

Year of
Install

Recommendation

Event
Type

Item #

Effective Age
(Years)

TABLE A - COMPONENT LISTING AND EVENT COSTS

41

Electrical
Systems

Emergency backup
power

Provide new generator
and emergency
distribution system

2002

25

42

Electrical
Systems

Emergency backup
power

Provide new generator
and emergency
distribution system

2002

25

43

Electrical
Systems

Fire alarm System

Chubb Edwards System

2002

44

Electrical
Systems

Emergency Lighting

Redy-lite Battery packs
and remote heads

45

Electrical
Systems

Interior Fluorescent
Lighting

46

Electrical
Systems

47

Page 3 of 3

Number of
Events in 10
Year Period

Quantity

Unit

Unit Cost
Event Cost
(2018 Dollars) (2018 Dollars)

Total Opinion of
Probable Cost
(10 Years,
Uninflated)

05/10/2018

Facility Condition Assessment
Appendix B Component Event Costs
Summary June 13, 2018

Project No.: 115616398

Component Event Costs Summary

B.1

Facility
System

Component
Name

Location

Component
Identifier / Descriptor

Priority
Rating

Item #

TABLE B - COMPONENT EVENT COSTS SUMMARY

1

Site
Improvements

Exterior Steps

Hanger Building

2

Site
Improvements

Exterior Steps

Seismic restraint Exterior Landscaped stairs 3.80

3

Site
Improvements

Domestic Water
Service

0

Below Grade Piping

4

Site
Improvements

Domestic Water
Service

0

5

Site
Improvements

Domestic Water
Service

6

Site
Improvements

7

Event
Type

EVENT COSTS (INFLATED)
Immediate

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

Immediate
Repair

$

Deferred
Maintenance

3.60

Below Grade Piping

0

Sanitary Service

Site
Improvements

8

Total Opinion of
Probable Cost
(10 Years)

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

10,000

$

- $

7,123

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

7,123

Study

$

- $

3,053

$

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

3,053

3.60

Contingency

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

27,265

$

-

$

-

$

- $

-

$

- $

27,265

Install Truck Fill BFP

4.40

Deferred
Maintenance

$

- $

5,088

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

5,088

0

Below Grade Piping

3.40

Study

$

- $

3,053

$

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

3,053

Sanitary Service

0

Below Grade Piping

3.40

Contingency

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

27,265

$

-

$

-

$

- $

-

$

- $

27,265

Site
Improvements

Storm Service

0

Below Grade Piping

3.10

Study

$

- $

3,053

$

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

3,053

9

Site
Improvements

Storm Service

0

Below Grade Piping

3.10

Contingency

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

27,265

$

-

$

-

- $

-

$

- $

27,265

10

Structural
System

Seismic restraint

0

Seismic restraint of nonstructural elements

3.40

Contingency

$

- $

10,175

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

10,175

11

Structural
System

Load rating/ seismic
study of Firehall
building

0

Study

$

10,000

$

- $

-

$

- $

- $

-

-

$

- $

- $

-

$

- $

10,000

12

Structural
System

Steel column

0

Gravity System

4.10

Immediate
Repair

$

5,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

5,000

13

Building
Envelope

Concrete Block Repair

0

Exterior Walls

3.70

Deferred
Maintenance

$

- $

-

$

8,282

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

8,282

14

Building
Envelope

Stucco Cladding Study

0

Exterior Walls

3.50

Study

$

- $

10,175

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

10,175

15

Building
Envelope

0

Exterior Walls

3.50

Deferred
Maintenance

$

- $

- $

20,706 $

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

20,706

16

Building
Envelope

0

Exterior Walls

2.70

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

-

-

-

-

$

- $

83,261 $

83,261

17

Building
Envelope

Stucco Cladding Repair Allowance
Stucco Cladding Lifecycle
Replacement
Paints (& Stains)
Exterior Wall Skin

0

Exterior Walls

2.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

4,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

4,758 $

8,758

18

Building
Envelope

Joint Sealers (Caulking)
Exterior Wall Skin

0

Exterior Walls

3.30

Deferred
Maintenance

$

5,000

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

5,947 $

10,947

19

Building
Envelope

Windows

0

Aluminum Frame & Wood
3.00
Frame

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

- $

10,353 $

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

10,353

20

Building
Envelope

Wood Entrance Door

0

Exterior Walls

3.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

-

$

6,212

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

6,212

21

Building
Envelope

0

2002 Addition footprint

3.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

101,827 $

- $

-

$

-

$

-

- $

- $

101,827

22

Building
Envelope

Original building footprint 2.70

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

-

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

75,984

Page 1

Modified Bituminous
Membrane Roofins
(SBS)
Modified Bituminous
Membrane Roofins
(SBS)

0

2nd floor exit stair

4.40

Gravity/ seismic system of
4.20
firehall building

10,000

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

75,984

$

05/10/2018

Facility
System

Location

Component
Identifier / Descriptor

Event
Type

EVENT COSTS (INFLATED)
Immediate

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

Hose Tower Alteration

0

Roof elevation

3.30

Optional
Repair

$

24 Building Interior

Partition Wall
Firestopping - Study

0

Interior Partition Walls

3.90

Study

$

5,000

$

- $

25 Building Interior

Partition Wall
Firestopping - Repair

0

Interior Partition Walls

3.90

Immediate
Repair

$

15,000

$

-

26 Building Interior

Interior Wall Painting

0

Interior Partition Walls

2.00

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

27 Building Interior

Carpet Flooring

0

-

2.50

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

23

Building
Envelope

Component
Name

Priority
Rating

Item #

TABLE B - COMPONENT EVENT COSTS SUMMARY
Total Opinion of
Probable Cost
(10 Years)

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

40,700

- $

- $

-

$

-

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

5,000

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

15,000

-

$

- $

47,404

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

47,404

- $

-

$

- $

12,641

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

12,641

- $

40,700

$

-

$

-

$

28

Mechanical
Systems

Domestic Water
Distribution

0

Periodic Repair
Allowance

3.20

Contingency

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

5,359

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

5,845

$

- $

11,204

29

Mechanical
Systems

Sanitary Sewer

0

Periodic Repair
Allowance

3.50

Contingency

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

5,359

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

5,845

$

- $

11,204

30

Mechanical
Systems

Sanitary Sewer

0

Kitchen Grease
Interceptor

3.80

Optional
Repair

$

- $

10,175

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

10,175

31

Mechanical
Systems

Storm Sewer System

0

Below Grade Piping

2.70

Study

$

- $

3,053

$

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

3,053

32

Mechanical
Systems

Storm Sewer System

0

Below Grade Piping

2.70

Contingency

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

32,718

$

-

$

-

$

- $

-

$

- $

32,718

33

Mechanical
Systems

HVAC

0

Ventilation Systems

3.30

Study

$

- $

6,105

$

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

6,105

34

Mechanical
Systems

HVAC

0

Ventilation Systems

3.30

Contingency

$

-

$

- $

53,593

$

- $

55,485

$

- $

$

- $

59,472 $

277,760

35

Mechanical
Systems

HVAC

0

Exhaust Systems

3.30

Study

$

- $

- $

- $

-

$

-

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

4,070

36

Mechanical
Systems

HVAC

0

Exhaust Systems

3.30

Contingency

$

-

$

- $

37

Mechanical
Systems

Fire Protection

0

4.60

Immediate
Repair

$

5,000

$

-

38

Electrical
Systems

Coordination and Arc
flash Study

0

3.60

Study

$

- $

39

Electrical
Systems

Original 1964
equipment

0

3.60

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

40

Electrical
Systems

corroded equipment
and repairs

0

Deferred
Maintenance

$

41

Electrical
Systems

Emergency backup
power

0

Immediate
Repair

$

Page 2

Dangerous Goods
Storage
Coordination and Arc
flash Study on existing
main service and
Original 1964 equipment

corroded equipment and
3.30
minor repairs
Provide new generator
4.20
and emergency
distribution system

$

- $
4,070

$

51,765

$

57,444

41,412

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

41,412

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

5,000

10,175

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

10,175

- $

30,525

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

30,525

- $

5,088

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

5,088

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

10,000

10,000

$

05/10/2018

Facility
System

Component
Name

Location

Component
Identifier / Descriptor

Priority
Rating

Item #

TABLE B - COMPONENT EVENT COSTS SUMMARY
Event
Type

EVENT COSTS (INFLATED)
Immediate

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

42

Electrical
Systems

Emergency backup
power

0

Provide new generator
and emergency
distribution system

43

Electrical
Systems

Fire alarm System

0

Chubb Edwards System

3.80

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

-

44

Electrical
Systems

Emergency Lighting

0

Redy-lite Battery packs
and remote heads

3.90

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

45

Electrical
Systems

Interior Fluorescent
Lighting

0

T8 in the offices and
original bays

3.20

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

46

Electrical
Systems

Emergency Exit signs

0

Missing Signs, Red EXIT
Signs

3.90

Lifecycle
Replacement

47

Electrical
Systems

Telephone and Data

0

Entire Building

2.80

48

Electrical
Systems

Radio system

0

Antenna tower and
wiring

49

Electrical
Systems

Security System

0

DCS Maxsys system w/
offsite monitoring

4.20

Optional
Repair

$

- $

- $

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

127,188

$

-

$

- $

42,874

$

-

$

-

-

$

- $

- $

- $

42,874

10,175

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

10,175

- $

-

$

- $

52,671

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

52,671

$

- $

6,105

$

-

$

-

$

-

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

6,105

Lifecycle
Replacement

$

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

- $

-

-

-

$

- $

40,915

$

- $

40,915

3.60

Deferred
Maintenance

$

- $

8,140

$

-

$

-

-

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

$

- $

8,140

2.50

Deferred
Maintenance

$

- $

-

$

-

$

- $

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

5,845

$

- $

5,845

TOTAL EXPENDITURES (INFLATED)
OPTIONAL REPAIR EXPENDITURES (INFLATED)
COMPOUNDED INFLATION RATE
TOTAL EXPENDITURES (2018 DOLLARS)

Page 3

Total Opinion of
Probable Cost
(10 Years)

127,188 $

$

$

$

- $

$

$

$

$

69,000

$

303,215

$

138,731

$

112,716

$

209,013

$

114,515

$

55,485

$

-

$

57,444

$

134,434

$

153,438

$

1,347,991

$

-

$

178,063

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

178,063

129,000

$

1,252,000

0.00%
$

69,000

1.75%
$

298,000

3.53%
$

134,000

5.34%
$

107,000

7.19%
$

195,000

9.06%
$

105,000

10.97%
$

50,000

12.91%
$

14.89%
-

$

50,000

16.90%
$

115,000

18.94%
$

05/10/2018

Facility Condition Assessment
Appendix C Assessor
Qualifications June 13, 2018

Project No.: 115616398

Assessor Qualifications

C.1

Ahmed Dagamseh P.Eng.
Electrical Engineer

Ahmed Dagamseh is an Electrical Engineer at Stantec Consulting Ltd. Ahmed has over eight years of
engineering experience gained both domestically and abroad. He is an active member of APEY and APEGA.
He holds Inter-Provincial Red Seal and Yukon journeyman certification and B.Sc. in Electrical and Computer
Engineering. His practical experience allows him to provide a comprehensive, hands-on background in
consulting engineering. His diverse portfolio of building services projects allows him to lead innovating and
successful projects.

EDUCATION

Member, Project Management Institute

Bachelor of Engineering, Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Hashemite University, Zarqa, 2006

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

CERTIFICATIONS & TRAINING

Airport Terminals & Buildings
Faro Air Terminal Building*, Faro, Yukon (Electrical
Design and Engineer of Record)

Factory Certified Engineer, Elevators Installation
and Maintenance, Toshiba-MS Elevator Sdn Bhd,
Penang, Kuala Lumpur, 2008

New 150 square metre air terminal building (P2 classification)
with emergency backup power.

Intermediate Management Certificate, United
States Agency for International Development
(USAID), Irbid, 2008

Dawson Airport Canada Border Services Agency
Building*, Dawson City, Yukon (Electrical Design
and Engineer of Record)

Business Development Bank of Canada, HR
Dynamics, Whitehorse, Yukon, 2014

New Canada Border Services Agency building at the air
terminal complex. Approximately 120 square metres with
interconnection to the exiting air terminal building.

Arab Engineering & Management Academy
(AEMA), PLC Programming, Amman, 2006
Journeyman Electrician, Construction Electrician,
Yukon College/Whitehorse, Yukon, 2012

REGISTRATIONS
Professional Engineer #192360, Engineers and
Geoscientists British Columbia
Professional Engineer #190646, Association of
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta
Professional Engineer #2196, Engineers Yukon
Certified Journeyman Electrician #M-04-01608,
Interprovincial Standards Red Seal Program

Airport Emergency Response Centre - Yukon
Government Combined Service Building Life Safety
Systems Upgrade*, Whitehorse, Yukon (Engineer of
Record)
Designer and the Engineer of Record for the replacement of
the life safety systems in the existing facility.

Buildings Mixed Use
Lattin Development*, Whitehorse, Yukon (Engineer
of Record)
New 12 mixed use units with all the base systems expandable
to accommodate Phase 2 (extra 6 units).

Jasper Place*, Whitehorse, Yukon (Electrical Design
and Engineer of Record)
Six new residential units with daycare and shared public
space on the first level.

MEMBERSHIPS
Member, Illuminating Engineering Society of North
America

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Design with community in mind

Ahmed Dagamseh P.Eng.
Electrical Engineer

Building Condition Assessments
Government of Yukon Building Assessments*,
Destruction Bay and Carcross, Yukon (Engineer of
Record)
Engineer of Records for building assessments for all the
Government of Yukon owned buildings in Destruction Bay and
Carcross; total of 21 buildings varying in size and occupancies
(schools, fire halls, grader stations, public library, health
centre, etc.)

Community Institutional
Whitehorse Emergency Response Centre*,
Whitehorse, Yukon (Project Manager)
New construction of Whitehorse’s primary ambulance station.
The new facility has the capacity for six emergency vehicles,
training and conference space, and an emergency dispatch
unit. This building was designed to meet LEED Silver
Standards.

Cultural & Religious
St. Christopher Church*, Haines Junction, Yukon
(Electrical Design and Engineer of Record)
New addition and renovations throughout the Church.

Education—K-12
Ghùch Tlâ Community School*, Carcross, Yukon
(Electrical Design and Engineer of Record)
New heating systems upgrades.

Whitehorse Elementary School*, Whitehorse, Yukon
(Electrical Design and Engineer of Record)
New fire alarm system.

Education—Post-Secondary
Centre for Northern Innovation in Mining, Yukon
College*, Whitehorse, Yukon (Electrical Design
Engineer)
New construction of Centre for Northern Innovation in Mining
at Yukon College.
The new facility is approximately 16,000 square feet and
contains various shops, offices, classrooms, and shared spaces.
The new building was integrated with all the College electrical
systems to perform as a part of the existing campus.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Government
Yukon Workers' Compensation Health and Safety
Board*, Whitehorse, Yukon (Engineer of Record)
Designer and the Engineer of Record for new facility
expansion (approximately 10,000 square feet) complete with
new fire alarm, panic alarm, closed-circuit television, security
systems, and tie-ins with the existing facility.

Watson Lake Environment Office*, Watson Lake,
Yukon (Engineer of Record)
Designer and the Engineer of Record for the new conservation
officers' station in Watson Lake (approximately 2,500 square
feet) .

Environment Canada Complex Upgrade*,
Whitehorse, Yukon (Engineer of Record)
Designer and the Engineer of Record for the building
assessment of the existing weather station, service complex,
and the new electrical systems upgrades throughout the
facilities (new lighting systems, main service, life safety
systems, emergency power, etc.)

Legislative Assembly Main Administration Building*,
Whitehorse, Yukon (Electrical Design and Engineer
of Record)
Replacement of the main service and the emergency power for
the Legislative Assembly Building. The replacement was
carried throughout multiple stages to minimize interruption to
the building operations. The new backup generators were
replaced with new paralleled (N+1) 1 MW generators.

Healthcare
Watson Lake Hospital*, Watson Lake, Yukon
(Project Manager)
New construction of the main service, emergency backup
power, and fire alarm system in the new hospital in addition
to the commissioning of the hospital electrical systems.

Pine Dental Clinic*, Whitehorse, Yukon (Electrical
Design and Engineer of Record)
New dental clinic (10 doctors’ rooms with associated
supportive space: laboratory, common x-ray room, public
area, administration, storage, and common and reception
areas).

Ahmed Dagamseh P.Eng.
Electrical Engineer

Faro Health Centre*, Faro, Yukon (Electrical Design
and Engineer of Record)
New two-stage fire alarm system.

Klondike Medical Clinic*, Whitehorse, Yukon
(Electrical Design and Engineer of Record)
New Medical offices (16 medical offices with associated
supportive space: laboratory, public area, administration,
storage, common areas, land reception area).

Ross River Health Centre*, Ross River, Yukon
(Electrical Design and Engineer of Record)
New two-stage fire alarm system.

Justice
Andrew A. Philipsen Law Centre Upgrades*,
Whitehorse, Yukon (Engineer of Record)
Designer and the Engineer of Record for new fire alarm, panic
alarm, closed-circuit television, and security systems
replacement for the existing law courts centre in Yukon (fivestory building that contains all Yukon Territory courts and
sheriff’s office with six holding cells, and all supporting staff).

Residential Buildings
Dun Kenji Ku (the People’s Place)*, Whitehorse,
Yukon (Project Manager)
Provided electrical project management services for a new
independent living apartment building, which contains 14
units, each with its own kitchen and ranging in size from 46.5
and 69.7 square metres. The building also has a large teaching
kitchen and a multi-purpose room for socializing, meetings,
and programming.

Restaurants
Robbins Grill and Bar*, Whitehorse, Yukon (Electrical
Design and Engineer of Record)
New restaurant and bar.

Seniors Living
Front Street Seniors' Residence*, Whitehorse, Yukon
(Electrical Engineer)
This 48 unit seniors' complex was built to high energyefficiency standards. Electric heating, triple-paned windows,
heat recover ventilators, R-40 walls and R-60 ceilings
resulting in reduced carbon emissions and lower heating
costs. Electrical engineering services included all the electrical
and life safety systems, and construction services throughout
the duration of the project.

207 Alexander Street Seniors Complex*, Whitehorse,
Yukon (Engineer of Record)
New 34 senior’s apartments with all shared spaces and
amenities.

Sports, Recreation & Leisure
Canada Games Centre Emergency Power and
Service Upgrades*, Whitehorse, Yukon (Engineer of
Record)
Replacement of the main service and the emergency power
with all associated fire alarm and security upgrades for the
main sports centre in Whitehorse. The replacement considered
the interruption to the building operations. The new service
upgrade and the 1.25 MW generators were successfully
installed and interconnected with the building with less than 4
hours of total power interruption.

Wastewater
Dawson City Waste Water Treatment Plant*,
Dawson City, Yukon (Project Manager)
New construction of the waste water treatment plant, the new
plant was designed to accommodate the future growth of the
city in addition to the seasonal visitors in the summer time.

Water
City Of Whitehorse Well Pump House #10*,
Whitehorse, Yukon (Electrical Design and Engineer
of Record)
New well pump house inter-connected with the existing city
water supply.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Ahmed Dagamseh P.Eng.
Electrical Engineer

Workplace/Office
Mid Arctic Technologies Tenant Fit-up*, Whitehorse,
Yukon (Engineer of Record)
Designer and the Engineer of Record for the new space tenant
fit-up.

Tahltan Nation Development Main Administration
Building Expansion*, Dease Lake, British Columbia
(Engineer of Record)
Designer and the Engineer of Record for new facility
expansion (approximately 8,000 square feet) and the
renovation of the existing building (approximately 10,000
square feet).

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Alexandre Bouchard P. Eng.
Project Manager - Facility Assessment

Alex has been providing facility assessment and capital planning services for 10 years. He has conducted
facility assessment of over 400 properties (and over 1,000 buildings overall) throughout Canada, including British
Columbia, Alberta, Nunavut, Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and
Newfoundland, as well as internationally. The services provided include project initiating, coordinating,
conducting and leading field assessments, and compiling technical reports. Alex has also been involved in
facility energy and water audit projects as well as other specialty type assessments.
Alex has assessed a variety of assets including commercial, institutional, governmental, residential assets and
infrastructure. Specifically, the assets have included police stations and detention centers, data centres,
security sensitive buildings and programs, standalone retail spaces, mall complexes, medical facilities, schools
and auxiliary buildings, commercial rental units, detached residential buildings, high-rise residential
developments, as well as social housing projects.
Alex has been increasingly involved in the development and communication of Building Condition Assessment
and Capital Planning philosophy particularly to the residential market in both British Columbia and Ontario. As a
result, Alex has also developed experience in external communication, preparation of proposal
documentation and public consultations. Alex is fluent in both French and English, which has facilitated client
communication and networking in many instances.
Alex has also been involved in the preparation of tender documentation and contract administration services.

EDUCATION
Asset Validation (AVS) Certification, Total Capital
Planning Solutions, Vancouver, British Columbia,
2010
Stantec Facility Assessment Training, Stantec
Consulting Ltd., Vancouver, British Columbia, 2010
Stantec Project Management Training, Stantec
Consulting Ltd., Vancouver, British Columbia, 2010
B.Eng. (Mechanical Engineering – Co-op Option),
Université de Moncton, Moncton, New Brunswick,
2008
Building Condition Assessment 4-day Course, EPIC
Educational Program Innovations Center, Ontario,
2012

MEMBERSHIPS
Member, British Columbia Building Envelope
Council

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Member, Engineers and Geoscientists British
Columbia

AWARDS
2008 Étudiant de la promotion, Engineering Faculty,
Université de Moncton, 2008

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Property Assessment / Audits / Due Diligence / Third
Party Review
Lease Termination Assessment of a Food Processing
Plant, Vancouver, British Columbia (Site Assessor Architectural/Structural)
The project involved the assessment of an existing meat
processing plant and commenting on the condition of the
building systems as well as the effort and budgetary costs
associated with the reinstatement of the building to the prelease condition. Alex was providing assessment services as an
architectural and structural systems specialist. Reporting was
generally completed using Microsoft Word and Excel
documents.

Design with community in mind

Alexandre Bouchard P. Eng.
Project Manager - Facility Assessment

Building Condition Assessments & Capital Planning
Services, Various Locations, British Columbia (Site
Assessor)

Building Assessment and Renovation Feasibility,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Project Coordinator &
Technical Guidance)

The project involved the assessment and reporting of a Capital
Planning project of 4 commercial retail facilities located in
various communities throughout British Columbia. The
assessments were completed alone as a generalist assessor.
Reporting was completed using the 4Tell Solutions iPlan
software.

Alex was involved in development of the scope of assessment,
selection of the project team and development of the report
template. Subsequent to the assessment findings, Alex
provided technical guidance on the potential liabilities related
to the proposed lease terms.

Finance Level Property Condition Assessments, NB,
NS & AB
Alex coordinated and conducted the site assessment and
reporting requirements for finance level PCAs for a
commercial real estate investment portfolio throughout the
provinces of British Columbia, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Alberta. Reporting was generally completed using the
PARCEL online reporting tool.

Construction Warranty Reviews, Various Provinces
(Assessor & Project Coordinator)
Alex has coordinated and completed Warranty Reviews and
Performance Audits for Strata/Condominium Corporations
and Housing Co-operative Complexes throughout the
provinces of British Columbia and Ontario. The scope of work
for the projects ranged from comprehensive (e.g. all building
components) to targeted (e.g. limited to structural
components). Reporting was generally completed using
Microsoft Word and Excel documents.

Building Condition Assessments & Capital Planning
Services, Various Locations, British Columbia
(Project Manager)
The project involved the assessment and reporting of a Capital
Planning project of 6 office buildings located in various
communities throughout British Columbia. Project
management tasks included client communication, staff
coordination, as well as technical review. The assessments
were completed by teams of 2 assessors. Reporting was
completed using the 4Tell Solutions iPlan software.

Underground Utilities Assessment, Burnaby, British
Columbia (Technical Guidance)
Client: British Columbia Institute of Technology “BCIT”
Alex was involved in development of the assessment tool and
staff training for an underground utilities inventory and
assessment project within British Columbia.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Acquisition Due Diligence of a Food Processing
Plant, Delta, British Columbia (Site Assessor –
Architectural/Structural)
The project involved the assessment of an existing food
processing plant and commenting on the condition of the
building systems for acquisition purposes. Alex was providing
assessment services as an architectural and structural systems
specialist. Reporting was generally completed using Microsoft
Word and Excel documents.

Building Condition Assessments & Capital Planning
Services, Various Locations, British Columbia
(Project Manager)
The project involved the assessment and reporting of a Capital
Planning project of 3 office buildings located in various
communities throughout British Columbia. Alex was a
member of a team of 3 assessors for which he was responsible
for the Architectural/Structural portions of the assessment
and technical reporting. Reporting was completed using the
TCPS AVS reporting tool for the ReCAPP software.

Tender & Specifications as well as Contract
Administration Services – Building Envelope Repairs,
Burnaby, British Columbia (Project Manager)
Alex has been involved in the coordination, communication
and overall management of a building envelope repair
program for a high-rise multi-family residential development
located in Burnaby, BC. The project management tasks
included the coordination and co-operation of architect and
engineering specialists as well technical review. Reporting
was generally completed using Microsoft Word and AutoCAD
software.

Alexandre Bouchard P. Eng.
Project Manager - Facility Assessment

Fireproofing Quality Assurance Review, New
Brunswick (Assessor & Coordinator)

Capital Replacements Reserve Fund Study, Various
Provinces (Assessor & Project Coordinator)

Alex conducted quality assurance site reviews of sprayapplied fireproofing material on new constructions within the
Moncton, New Brunswick area. The project included regular
field thickness measurements, reporting as well as
coordinating with the project engineer, building foreman and
contractors.

Alex has coordinated and completed a number of Property
Condition Assessment (PCA) and Capital Replacement Reserve
Fund Study (CRRFS),a.k.a. Depreciation Reports, for a
number of Strata Corporations and Housing Co-operative
Complexes throughout the province of British Columbia.

Roof Installation Review, New Brunswick (Assessor &
Coordinator)

Capital Planning Project, British Columbia (Site
Assessor)

Alex conducted part time roof installation review on new
constructions within the Moncton, New Brunswick area. The
project also included regular field reporting as well as
coordinating with the project engineer, building foreman and
contractors

Alex completed the site assessment of 2 hardware store
facilities with warehouse storage within British Columbia. The
assessments were completed as a generalist evaluating
building components over a 10 year evaluation period. Capital
renewal planning was reported in the Total Capital Planning
Solutions (TCPS) Asset Validation Survey (AVS) tool.

Facility Energy & Water Audits, Atlantic Provinces
(Site Assessor)

Capital Planning Project, British Columbia (Site
Assessor)

Alex participated in the site visits, calculations and reporting
requirements for commercial building energy audits as well as
water audits throughout the Atlantic Provinces.

Alex completed the site assessment of 20+ university
infrastructure facilities within the Vancouver, British
Columbia area. The assessments were completed as a
mechanical & electrical systems specialist. Capital renewal
planning was reported in the Total Capital Planning Solutions
(TCPS) Asset Validation Survey (AVS) tool.

Capital Planning Project, Newfoundland (Site
Assessor)
The project involved the assessment and reporting of a Capital
Planning project of 32 facilities for the Newfoundland
Department of Labour and Transportation. Alex completed
the site assessment of 32 facilities along the western coast of
Newfoundland as a mechanical & electrical systems specialist.
Capital renewal planning was reported in the TCPS AVS tool.

Capital Planning Project, New Brunswick & Prince
Edward Island (Assessor & Coordinator)
The project involved in the assessment and reporting of a
Capital Planning project of 400+ facilities located throughout
Canada. Alex was responsible for the coordination, generalist
assessment & reporting of the 17 facilities located within the
provinces of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island.
Capital renewal planning was reported in the TCPS AVS tool.

Finance Level Property Condition Assessments, NB,
NS & AB (Assessor & Project Coordinator)
Alex coordinated and conducted the site assessment and
reporting requirements for finance level PCAs for a
commercial real estate investment portfolio throughout New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Alberta.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Building Surveys, British Columbia & Alberta (Site
Assessor)
This project included the collection detailed building
construction information in an effort to evaluate the condition
of the existing facility and provide the client with the
information required to plan substantial facility renovations
of retail department stores. Alex completed the site assessment
of 6 facilities within British Columbia and Alberta. The
assessments were completed as a mechanical & electrical
systems specialist. Data reporting was conducted via specific
client developed software.

Acquisition Due Diligence PCA, Alberta (Site
Assessor)
This project included pre-purchase due diligence property
condition assessments of a multi-level commercial office
building. Alex completed the site assessment as a mechanical &
electrical systems specialist of the building over a 10 year
evaluation period.

Alexandre Bouchard P. Eng.
Project Manager - Facility Assessment

Acquisition Due Diligence PCA, Quebec (Site
Assessor)
This project included pre-purchase due diligence property
condition assessments of a retirement complex portfolio. Alex
completed the site assessment of 3 complexes totaling
approximately 1 million square feet of building area. He
conducted these assessments as a mechanical & electrical
systems specialist of base building components.

Environmental Site Remediation
Environmental Site Decommissioning, Various sites,
New Brunswick (Project Engineer)
Alex participated in the coordination and reporting of the final
closure submissions for active sites within New Brunswick.

Environmental Site Assessment, Remediation and
Risk Assessment Projects, Various sites, New
Brunswick (Project Engineer)
Alex participated in the coordination, planning and reporting
of various projects involving environmental site assessment,
remediation and risk assessment activities for sites located
throughout New Brunswick. The typical contaminants of
concern encountered include petroleum hydrocarbons, volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHS) and trace metals.

Building Condition Assessments
Building Condition Assessments & Capital Planning
Services*, Lower Mainland, BC (Site Assessor)
This project included the assessment and capital planning of
multiple residential assets and infrastructure in various
locations throughout the Lower Mainland.

Building Condition Assessments & Capital Planning
Services* (Site Assessor)
Assessment and capital planning of territory-owned assets in
multiple communities throughout Nunavut.

Building Condition Assessment & Capital Planning
Services*, Barbados (Site Assessor)
This project included the assessment and capital planning of 2
resort properties and associated infrastructure located in
Christ Church, Barbados.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Bryan Gallagher P.Eng.
Structural Engineer

Bryan Gallagher is a structural engineer and project manager with 10 years of experience working in the
Stantec Victoria structural group. As part of the structural team, Bryan is responsible for the design and site
review of industrial, residential, and commercial facilities of various sizes. He is familiar with several construction
materials including concrete, steel, timber, and reinforced masonry.
Bryan Gallagher graduated with honours from the British Institute of Technology in 2010 with a degree in civil
engineering. Bryan previously worked with Stantec as a structural technologist from 2006 to 2008 after working
with the City of Vancouver Waterworks Department.

EDUCATION
Bachelor in Civil Engineering, British Columbia
Institute of Technology, Vancouver, British
Columbia, 2010

Selkirk Trestle Bascule Condition Survey and Review,
Victoria, British Columbia (Structural Review)
Review of existing steel and timber bascule bridge.
Coordination of steel and concrete repairs.

Diploma of Civil Engineering Technology, British
Columbia Institute of Technology, Vancouver,
British Columbia, 2006

Esquimalt Lagoon Bridge Survey and Review,
Victoria, British Columbia (Structural Review)

REGISTRATIONS

Johnson Street Bridge, Victoria, British Columbia
(Structural Review)

Registered Engineer #38926, Engineers and
Geoscientists British Columbia
Engineer-In-Training #20090, State of Washington

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Attractions, Arts & Entertainment
New Marine Centre, Sidney, British Columbia
(Drafting and Site Review)
Design and drafting of tank supports for tenant improvement
in existing building.

Airports & Aviation
Campbell River Airport Expansion, Campbell River,
British Columbia (Concept to Construction)
Upgrade to terminal building departures area and restaurant.

Bridge Inspection, Assessment and Rehabilitation
Ladysmith Small Craft Harbour Facility (DFO),
Ladysmith, British Columbia (Structural Review)
Project management and Inspection of timber structure
including coring of piles and pile caps and visual inspection of
floats. Project included coordination of an underwater
inspection with South Coast Diving Ltd.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Review of existing timber bridge.

Review of existing steel bridge as part of bridge review team.

Craigflower Bridge at Admirals Road, Victoria,
British Columbia (Structural Review)
Reviewed existing timber bridge.

CNR Overpass on Douglas St., Victoria, British
Columbia (Structural Review)
Review of concrete steel composite bridge.

Building Condition Assessments
Topaz Park Fieldhouse, Victoria, British Columbia
(Structural Review)
Stantec provided structural review and monitoring services
for cracks in the existing masonry of this building.

Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex,
Campbell River, British Columbia (Structural
Assessement)
A full condition assessment of this recreation centre was
carried out by Stantec. The facility contains a swimming pool
and two ice rinks, and has had several additions since the
original ice rink was constructed in 1971. Stantec worked with
Advicas cost consultants to provide different options and
timelines for recommended repairs.

Design with community in mind

Bryan Gallagher P.Eng.
Structural Engineer

Cedar Hill Golf Course Maintenance Shed Safety
Analysis, Victoria, British Columbia (Structural
Review)

Commercial / Retail Development
McArthur Glen Designer Outlet, Vancouver, British
Columbia (Structural Engineer)

A health and safety structural analysis was carried out and
documented for the Maintenance Shed. Stantec also provided
cost effective recommendations for the life safety seismic
upgrades.

Design and project management of a 10 building “open
boulevard” 400,000 sq.ft. structural steel luxury designer
outlet mall. Value engineering and construction services were
also provided.

Bert Richman Building Assessment, Victoria, British
Columbia (Structural Review)

Target Stores, Various Locations (Structural
Designer)

Assessment of existing timber frame building as part of a team
to determine its capacity and performance under non-seismic
loads and recommendations to upgrade the building to a lifesafety level.

Structural design of store specific elements in support of
country-wide store roll-out. Design and construction
administration of addition and seismic upgrade at Maple
Ridge Target.

Port Hardy Aquatic Centre, Port Hardy, British
Columbia (Building Assessment)

Corporate / Office
BCBC Municipal House for UBCM, Victoria, British
Columbia (Drafting and Site Review)

Worked as part of a building engineering team to produce an
assessment and recommended upgrades of this existing pool
facility.

Northwest Community College, Spruce Building
Seismic Assessment, Terrace, British Columbia
(Structural Review)
Assessment of a three story concrete building to determine
capacity and performance in a seismic event. Provided
recommendation to upgrade the structure to meet current
code requirements.

Saanich Municipal Hall Seismic Assessment,
Victoria, British Columbia (Structural Review)
Assessment of two buildings (concrete and timber frame
construction) to determine their capacity and performance in
a seismic event and the development of structural details
required to upgrade the building to a life-safety level.

Preparation of structural drawings and field review during
construction.

Defense/Military
CFB Esquimalt Bay Street Armoury Cornice
Evaluation and Repair, Victoria, British Columbia
(Design and Drawing Coordination)
Structural evaluation of existing sandstone cornices and
coordination of repair details.

CFB Esquimalt Fleet Maintenance Facility - Cape
Breton, Victoria, British Columbia (Site Review)
Site review of utility corridor, structural slabs, and walls.

CFB Esquimalt Naden Athletic Centre Building N88,
Victoria, British Columbia (Design and Drawing
Coordination)

Government House Seismic Assessment, Victoria,
British Columbia (Structural Review)

Structural assessment of existing concrete pool structure.
Design and drawing coordination of pool repairs.

Assessment of existing building (concrete, steel and timber
frame construction) to determine its capacity and
performance in a seismic event and recommendations to
upgrade the building to a life-safety level.

CFB Esquimalt Fuel Line Modifications at Fuel Oil
Depot, Colwood, British Columbia (Design and
Drawing Coordination)
Structural design of steel support frame for modification and
relocation of existing fuel lines to meet Environment Canada
regulations.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Bryan Gallagher P.Eng.
Structural Engineer

CFB Esquimalt Colwood Equipment Covers,
Colwood, British Columbia (Design and Drawing
Coordination)
Design and site review of new weatherproof shelters to cover
the existing Colwood Fuel Oil Depot equipment.

CFB Esquimalt Albert Head Boat Launch
Redevelopment, Victoria, British Columbia (Design
and Drafting)
Design and drafting of new boat launch ramp and retaining
walls.

Education
Maria Montessori Academy Outdoor Classroom,
Victoria, British Columbia (Structural Engineer)
Design of a timber-frame classroom structure.

Stelly’s Secondary School Seismic Upgrade,
Victoria, British Columbia (Drafting and Site Review)
Drafting and site review for full seismic upgrade of existing
structure.

Prospect Lake School Addition and Renovation,
Victoria, British Columbia (Site Work)
Conducted field reviews of the structural portion of this school
addition and renovation.

Kelset Elementary School, Victoria, British Columbia
(Drafting and Site Review)

Healthcare
North Island Hospitals, Comox and Campbell River,
British Columbia (Structural Design, Coordinating
and Site Review)
Coordination of design and field review of reinforced concrete
slabs for both hospitals. Both hospitals are multi-story
concrete construction with structural steel penthouses. Site
review portion of project included three months of relocating
to a site office to be on hand for daily structural review and
construction issues.

National Centre for Cancer Care and Research,
Hamad Bin Khalifa Medical City, Doha, Quatar
(Structural Engineer)
Coordination of design for reinforced concrete slabs as part of
the structural team. This is a world class destination medical
facility with the most advanced treatment available, including
proton therapy and cyberknife technology. This 12 storey
building, including 4 below grade levels is approximately
1,000,000sf, and has a project value of $960M. Challenges
include significant uplift and lateral water pressures.

Powell River Complex Care Facility, Powell River,
British Columbia (Structural Engineer)
Provided structural engineering design and construction
administration for this new two story wood frame, concrete
and steel building (6,866 square meters) with partial
basement and underground link (tunnel) to the Powell
Regional Hospital.

Drafting and site review of timber-frame, steel and concrete
school.

Kelowna General Hospital - Clinical Support
Building, Kelowna, British Columbia (Structural
Design)

Royal Oak Middle School, Victoria, British Columbia
(Site Review)

Provided two way slab design for an 85,000 sq. ft. health
facility with bridge linking existing hospital.

Drafting and site review of timber-frame, steel and concrete
school.

Kelowna General Hospital - UBC Parkade, Kelowna,
British Columbia (Drafting)
Performed drafting work for this precast concrete 30,000 sq.
ft. facility with a 350 car parking structure.

Ayre Lodge, Sooke, British Columbia (Site Work)
Conducted field reviews of the structure for this multi-story,
wood frame seniors' facility.
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Bryan Gallagher P.Eng.
Structural Engineer

Justice
Forensics Services and Coroner's Complex, Toronto,
Ontario (Structural Design)
Provided two way slab design and beam design for the new 6
story, 61,600 m² concrete building.

Mixed-Use
732 Broughton Street Office and Condo, Victoria,
British Columbia (Drafting and Site Review)
Performed drafting and site reviews for a seven story concrete
and load bearing steel-stud building.

Multi-Unit / Family Residential
Sayward Hill - Building 9, Victoria, British Columbia
(Structural Design)
Provided two way slab design for multi-story concrete
building.

Transit
Royal Oak Transit Washroom, Victoria, British
Columbia (Design and Site Review)
Drafting and site review of masonry and timber structure.

Warehouse / Light Industrial
Kadar Storage Shed, Sooke, British Columbia
(Design and Coordination)
Provided project management, design and field review of this
6000 sq. ft. storage facility.

Parker Johnston New Warehouse, Victoria, British
Columbia (Drafting and Site Review)
Prepared structural drawings and conducted necessary field
reviews during construction of this 7000 sq. ft. warehouse
facility.

Water
Dean Park Upper Reservoir Inspection and
Assessment, North Saanich, British Columbia
(Structural Assessment)
Interior and exterior inspection of existing reservoir to
determine cause of leakage. Structural assessment to
determine capacity and performance in a seismic event.

Sooke Lake Intake Tower, Victoria, British Columbia
(Structural Assessment)
Bryan Gallagher was the project manager and lead structural
engineer on this multi-discipline assessment of the Intake
tower at the Sooke Lake Reservoir. The assessment included
an evaluation of the existing concrete structure to the
requirements of the 2015 National Building Code.

Veterans Memorial Parkway Pump Station,
Langford, British Columbia (Design and
Coordination)
Provided design, coordination, and site review for timber and
masonry building with concrete retaining walls pinned to
existing bedrock.

Port Hardy Tank and Dam Assessment, Port Hardy,
British Columbia (Structural Review)
Assessment of existing steel tank and concrete dam.

Nanaimo Regional General Hospital Water Supply
Building, Nanaimo, British Columbia (Concept to
Construction)
Provided design, detailing, and construction administration
for timber, masonry and structural steel building.

Fort Rodd Hill Metering Station, Colwood, British
Columbia (Design)
Provided design, detailing, and construction administration
for this timber structure.

William Head Institute Potable Water System,
Metchosin, British Columbia (Design)
Provided design and detailing of pad foundation for
prefabricated steel building.

Tseycum First Nations Water Meter and Pressure
Reducing Valve Chamber, North Saanich, British
Columbia (Design)
Provided design, detailing, and construction administration
for this reinforced masonry and concrete building.

Westhills Pumphouse, Langford, British Columbia
(Design)
Provided structural drafting for this 12,000 gpm drinking
water pump station.
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Bryan Gallagher P.Eng.
Structural Engineer

Wastewater
Sooke Wastewater Collection and Treatment
System Condition Assessment, Sooke, British
Columbia (Structural Assessment)
Structural assessment of this existing facility as part of a
multidiscipline assessment. Cost estimates were provided for
the recommended upgrades.
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Homay Khatami P.Eng, CEM, PMP, CMVP, LEED AP, CPHD
Senior Building Performance Engineer

Homay Khatami is an experienced energy engineer and project manager with specialty in ASHRAE Level 2
and 3 building audit and detailed energy analysis, measurement and verification (M&V), building controls and
performance optimization, total building commissioning, and LEED projects.
As a Professional Engineer and Certified Energy Manager, his responsibilities for Stantec's Buildings
Engineering group and Sustainability Solutions span from building audits, design and drawings reviews,
codes and ratings evaluation, operations assessment, and interrogation into building automation system to
provide insights for energy savings and enable operational performance excellence.
Homay’s in-depth knowledge of mechanical, electrical, lighting, control and metering systems has empowered
him to be resourceful for any kind of design engagements, operation enhancement and optimization of
building performance. He effectively employs interpersonal skills in communicating with clients, consultants
and contractors during design, construction and operation to maximize values for projects and public.
Beside his engineering degree and being a Certified Passive House Designer, Homay holds M.A. and B.A. in
Economics, and has brought 20 years of experience of project management, financial due diligence, life cycle
analysis, and business strategy from his previous private and government roles. He believes in environmental
sustainability and “future generation” approach which entail due care and taking the quality of job to a next
level higher.
Homay volunteers his time with a few professional NFPs in the energy and engineering domains and is an
avid sports lover.

EDUCATION

CERTIFICATIONS & TRAINING

B.Eng. in Industrial (Systems) Engineering, Azad
University, Tehran, Iran, 1996

Project Management Professional (PMP)
#1323021, Project Management Institute, British
Columbia, 2010

M.A. in Economics (Planning), Tehran University,
Tehran, Iran, 1997
B.A. in Economics, Tehran University, Tehran,
Iran, 1994
IESVE Energy Modelling, BCIT, Vancouver, British
Columbia, 2016

Certified Passive House Designer (CPHD),
Passive House Institute, Germany, 2017

REGISTRATIONS
Professional Engineer #40713, Engineers and
Geoscientists British Columbia

eQuest Energy modelling, UBC, Vancouver,
British Columbia, 2014

Certified Energy Manager #18612, Association of
Energy Engineers

SEMAC (Sustainable Energy Management)
Program, BCIT - British Columbia Institute of
Technology, Vancouver, British Columbia, 2012

Certified Measurement & Verification Professional
#2785, Association of Energy Engineers
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Homay Khatami P.Eng, CEM, PMP, CMVP, LEED AP, CPHD
Senior Building Performance Engineer

Certified Passive House Designer, Passive House
Institute
LEED AP Operations + Maintenance, Green
Building Certification Institute

MEMBERSHIPS
Member, American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating & Air-Conditioning Engineers
Member, Engineers and Geoscientists British
Columbia

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Existing Building Commissioning (Retrocommissioning and Recommissioning)
Cariboo Memorial Hospital, Williams Lake, British
Columbia
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis, controls
review and ECMs design, savings and LCA
calculations and reporting, Fortis Incentives Study
and application

Glacier Gardens Arena, Comox, British Columbia
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis, controls
review and ECMs design, savings and LCA
calculations and reporting, implementation,
commissioning and verification of energy
efficiency measures
Cottonwoods Care Centre, Kelowna, British
Columbia
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis, controls
review and ECMs design, savings and LCA
calculations and reporting, Fortis Incentives Study
and application, implementation, commissioning
and verification of energy efficiency measures
City Hall Buildings, Delta, British Columbia
Building comprehensive operational and design
issues and energy consumption assessment,
identification of energy efficiency measures,
detailed controls review and reporting

8 UBC Buildings, Vancouver, British Columbia
Implementation and verification of energy
efficiency measures, controls review, hands-off
and coaching

12 UBC Buildings Energy Audit and Performance
analysis*, Vancouver, BC (Energy Project
Manager)
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis

Hanger 14, Comox, British Columbia
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis, controls
review and ECMs design, savings and LCA
calculations and reporting

6 UVic Buildings Energy Audit and Performance
analysis*, Vancouver, British Columbia (Energy
Project Manager)
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Homay Khatami P.Eng, CEM, PMP, CMVP, LEED AP, CPHD
Senior Building Performance Engineer

Daniel J MacDonald, Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island
Deep Energy Retrofit and GHG Options Analysis:
ASHRAE L3 Audit, identification of energy
efficiency measures, controls review and ECMs
design, savings and LCA calculations and
reporting
Sustainable Building Performance
Measurement and Verification (M&V)*, Vancouver,
British Columbia (Energy Engineer)
M&V plan, metering architecture, and energy
monitoring and analysis
Commissioning
Main/Keefer St. Multi use Building (140,000 ft2)*,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Commissioning
Authority)
Full scope Cx and functional tariaests and
operations verification
Cottonwoods Care Centre, Kelowna, British
Columbia
Commissioning Authority for BMS Upgrade project
Port Alberni Secondary School (177,000 ft2)*,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Commissioning
Authority)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and operations
verification
MNP Tower (LEED CS 2009, CI, and LEED V4 TI
about 350,000 ft2)*, Vancouver, British Columbia
(Cx Authority)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and verification
for 33 CS floors CS and 12 TI floors including
CAGBC office

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Surrey Memorial Hospital Domestic Hot Water
Redesign and Improvement, Surrey, British
Columbia (Project Manager)
Identification of various issues in four large
hospital facilities, redesign of DHW and DHWR
systems, load and friction loss calculation, rebalancing 135 BVs and improvement of DHW
distribution and circulation, and commissioning the
systems.
CBRE Office (LEED CI 2007, about 60,000 ft2),
Vancouver, British Columbia
(Cx Authority) Full scope fundamental and
enhanced Cx, functional tests and verification, and
reporting
RCMP Regional Office(LEED NC 2009 Gold,
60,000 ft2), Prince George, British Columbia (Cx
Authority)
) Full scope fundamental and enhanced Cx,
functional tests and verification, and reporting
City Center II, Surrey, British Columbia (Energy
Engineer)
Commissioning scope definition and planning with
client
Heat Recovery Between Two Telus Garden
Buildings, Vancouver, British Columbia (Project
Engineer)
Commissioning, design review, functional tests,
and implementation plan
BC Hydro Edmonds Energy Devices Retrofit
Commissioning, Burnaby, British Columbia
(Project Manager)
Redesign, installation and commissioning of new
temperature sensors and control panels for
enhanced temperature and occupant comforts.

Homay Khatami P.Eng, CEM, PMP, CMVP, LEED AP, CPHD
Senior Building Performance Engineer

Sechelt St. Mary’s Hospital (LEED v.1 Gold,
60,000 ft2), Sechelt, British Columbia (Cx
Engineer)
HVAC, Fire Alarm, Dampers, AV, Door Access
Systems Functional Tests and Integration
Verification
The Exchange ( 31 storey offices and retail units
about 372,000 ft2), Vancouver, British Columbia
(Commissioning Authority Peer Reviewer)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and operations
verification
BC Hydro Regional Office*, Prince George, British
Columbia (Cx Authority)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and verification
BC Hydro Maple Ridge Regional Office*, Maple
Ridge, British Columbia (Cx Authority)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and verification
Aria Town homes Complex on West 41St.*,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Cx Authority)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and verification
Monitoring Based Commissioning of CaGBC,
Vancouver, British Columbia
(LEED V4 Platinum Targeted), Vancouver, British
Columbia (Cx Engineer) Full scope fundamental
and enhanced Cx, functional tests and verification,
and reporting
Monitoring Based Commissioning of CaGBC
Vancouver Office (LEED V4 Platinum Targeted),
Vancouver, British Columbia (Cx Engineer)
Full scope fundamental and enhanced Cx,
functional tests and verification, and reporting

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Bioenergy Research and Development Project*,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Energy Engineer)
Verification of plant controls and integrated
operation
Gibson Mental Centre*, Sechelt, British Columbia
(Cx Authority)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and verification
for 33 CS floors CS and 12 TI floors including
CAGBC office
University Hill Secondary School(LEED NC 2009
Gold, 61,000 ft2), Vancouver, British Columbia
(Energy Engineer)
Full scope fundamental and enhanced Cx,
functional tests and verification, and reporting
Telus Garden (Offices, TI Sections and Res.
Buildings about 1,000,000 ft2), Vancouver, British
Columbia (Commissioning Authority\)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and operations
verification
MNP Office (LEED CI 2007, about 70,000 ft2),
Vancouver, British Columbia
(Cx Authority) Full scope fundamental and
enhanced Cx, functional tests and verification, and
reporting
Building Energy Assessment / Management
RCMP Office, Measurement and Verification
(M&V) and Cx*, Prince George, Measurement and
Verification (M&V) and Cx*,, British Columbia
(Project Manager)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, energy
monitoring and analysis, Systems Functional
Tests.

Homay Khatami P.Eng, CEM, PMP, CMVP, LEED AP, CPHD
Senior Building Performance Engineer

Trail Riverside Centre, Trail, British Columbia
Energy modelling for the building under IESVE
software, including inputs for geometry, HVAC,
controls, and final reporting
National Soccer Development Centre, Vancouver,
British Columbia
M&V plan, metering architecture for energy
monitoring and performance analysis, site reviews,
and M&V reporting
Iqaluit International Airport, Iqaluit, Nunavut
M&V plan, metering architecture for energy
monitoring and performance analysis, site reviews
and systems performance validation, and M&V
and P3 energy target reporting
North Island Hospitals, Comox and Campbell
River, British Columbia
M&V plan, metering architecture for energy
monitoring and performance analysis, site reviews,
and M&V reporting
Arts For Kids Gallery SD43, Measurement and
Verification (M&V)*, North Vancouver, British
Columbia (Energy Engineer)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, and
energy monitoring and analysis
Manulife Financial tower, Measurement and
Verification (M&V)*, Vancouver, British Columbia
(Energy Engineer)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, and
energy monitoring and analysis
1025 Robson St. Shopping Centre, Measurement
and Verification (M&V)*, Vancouver, British
Columbia (Energy Engineer)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, and
energy monitoring and analysis

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Child Care Center, Children’s and Women
Hospital, Measurement and Verification (M&V)*,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Energy Engineer)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, and
energy monitoring and analysis
UBC District Energy System, Measurement and
Verification (M&V)*, Vancouver, British Columbia
(Project Manager)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, energy
monitoring.
Williams Griffin Rec Centre, Measurement and
Verification (M&V)*, North Vancouver, British
Columbia (Energy Engineer)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, and
energy monitoring and analysis
The Creek Multi-Use Residential Buildings (4),
Measurement and Verification (M&V)*, Vancouver,
British Columbia (Project Manager)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, energy
monitoring.
Center of Newton Retail Store, Measurement and
Verification (M&V)*, Surrey, British Columbia
(Energy Engineer)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, and
energy monitoring and analysis
City Center II, Measurement and Verification
(M&V)*, Surrey, British Columbia (Energy
Engineer)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, and
energy monitoring and analysis
Abbotsford Senior School*, Abbotsford, British
Columbia (Energy Engineer)
M&V plan and Spec, metering architecture, and
energy monitoring and analysis

Homay Khatami P.Eng, CEM, PMP, CMVP, LEED AP, CPHD
Senior Building Performance Engineer

Monitoring Based Commissioning of CaGBC
Vancouver Office*, Vancouver, British Columbia
(Energy Engineer)
Development of monitoring strategy, metering
devices, and energy reporting
Telus Sky*, Calgary, Alberta (Project Manager)
M&V plan, metering architecture for energy
monitoring and performance analysis
MEC Building, Measurement and Verification
(M&V), Vancouver, British Columbia (Energy
Engineer)
M&V review, energy monitoring and analysis
Building Energy Audit
Sunwood Shopping Centre, Coquitlam, British
Columbia
BOMA recertification building audit, identification
of energy and water efficiency measures and
ECMs design, and reporting
Thunderbird Shopping Centre, Langley, British
Columbia
BOMA recertification building audit, identification
of energy and water efficiency measures and
ECMs design, and reporting
Cottonwoods Shopping Centre, Chilliwack, British
Columbia
BOMA recertification building audit, identification
of energy and water efficiency measures and
ECMs design, and reporting
5 Municipal Buildings, Cowichan, British Columbia
Building condition assessment, identification of
energy efficiency measures, energy and cost
analysis, controls review and ECMs design, and
reporting

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Holmberg Hospice House, Chilliwack, British
Columbia
Acted as third party building audit and
investigation reviewer, identify design and
operational issues for mechanical, controls, and
electrical building systems.
UBC MOA Building, Vancouver, British Columbia
(Energy Engineer)
Fortis Incentives energy Study, thru building audit,
controls review and ECMs design, savings and
LCA calculations and reporting
RCMP PRTC Energy Performance Contract,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Energy Engineer)
Fortis Incentives Study, Verification of ECMs thru
building audit, controls review and ECMs design,
savings and LCA calculations and reporting
PNE Forum Lighting Upgrade, Vancouver, British
Columbia (Energy Performance Engineer)
Lighting audit, energy and cost studies, and new
design recommendation
PWGSC Buildings Energy and Water Performance
analysis*, Vancouver, British Columbia (Energy
Engineer)
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis, controls
review and ECMs design, savings and LCA
calculations and reporting
Canadian Blood Services (CBS) Building Energy
Audit and Performance Analysis, Vancouver,
British Columbia (Energy Performance Engineer)
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis, controls
review and ECMs design, savings and LCA
calculations and reporting

Homay Khatami P.Eng, CEM, PMP, CMVP, LEED AP, CPHD
Senior Building Performance Engineer

Haines Junction Cultural Centre, Building Energy
Audit and Performance Analysis, Haines Junction,
Yukon, Yukon Territory (Energy Performance
Engineer)
Building audit, identification of energy efficiency
measures, energy and cost analysis, controls
review and ECMs design, savings and LCA
calculations and reporting
UBC MOA Building, Vancouver, British Columbia
Dehumidification heat recovery for district energy,
Fortis Incentives energy Study, building audit,
controls review and ECMs design, savings and
LCA calculations and reporting
Retrofit Designs
PNE Forum Lighting Upgrade, Vancouver, British
Columbia (Energy Performance Engineer)
Lighting audit, energy and cost studies, and new
design recommendation
Surrey Memorial Hospital Domestic Hot Water
Redesign and Improvement*, Surrey, British
Columbia (Project Manager)
Identification of various issues in four large
hospital facilities, redesign of DHW and DHWR
systems, load and friction loss calculation,
improvement of DHW distribution and circulation.
Energy from Waste
Bioenergy Research and Development Project*,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Energy Engineer)
Verification of plant controls and integrated
operation
Project Management
Aria Town homes Complex on West 41St*,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Cx Authority)
Full scope Cx and functional tests and verification

* denotes projects completed with other firms

BC Hydro Edmonds Energy Device Retrofit*,
Burnaby, British Columbia (Project Manager)
Redesign and installation of new temperature
sensors and control panels for enhanced
temperature and occupant comforts.
Heat Recovery / Energy Conservation
Heat Recovery Between Two Telus Buildings*,
Vancouver, British Columbia (Project Engineer)
Building Systems Integration
Sechelt St. Mary’s Hospital*, Sechelt, British
Columbia (Energy Engineer)
HVAC, Fire Alarm, Dampers, AV, Door Access
Systems Tests and Integration Verification

PUBLICATIONS
Best Practices in Measurement and Verification
(M&V). International Conference on Enhanced
Building Operation (ICEBO), 2014.

Luke Ippersiel CEM, LEED AP(BD+C)
Mechanical Designer

Luke has over 25 years’ experience in detail design/drafting and construction administration of mechanical
building systems including heating, ventilation, air conditioning, plumbing, and fire suppression. Experience has
been gained primarily through work on commercial, institutional, industrial, and multi-unit residential projects.
More recently Luke has gained additional experience on health care facility projects.

EDUCATION
High school diploma (honours), Mechanical
Drafting Specialty, Ottawa Technical High School,
Ottawa, Ontario, 1987

CERTIFICATIONS & TRAINING
National Fire Protection Association / Standard for
Installation of Sprinkler Systems, On Line Training,
British Columbia, 2016
Trace700 Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Software Training, Trace700 Load Design Training,
Trane C.D.S. Training, Burnaby, British Columbia,
2013
Complying with Standard 90.1-2010 Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning/Mechanical,
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating & Air
Conditioning Engineers Learning Institute, Victoria,
British Columbia, 2013
Application of Standard 62.1-2010, American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating & Air-Conditioning
Engineers Learning Institute, Spring Online Series,
British Columbia, 2011
Fundamental Requirements of Standard 62.1-2010,
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating & AirConditioning Engineers Learning Institute, Spring
Online Series, British Columbia, 2011
Comprehensive Training for Energy Managers,
Canadian Institute for Energy Training, Victoria,
British Columbia, 2013
Public Speaking Mastery, Dale Carnegie Training,
Sidney, British Columbia, 2002

MEMBERSHIPS
Member, Association of Energy Engineers

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Member, American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating & Air-Conditioning Engineers
Member, Green Building Certification Institute

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Community Institutional
Victoria Conference Centre - Crystal Garden
Heating and Domestic Hot Water Plant Addition*,
Victoria, British Columbia (Project Manager,
Mechanical Designer)
Mechanical design for new boiler room separating restaurant
tenant space from base building heating and domestic hot
water systems.

Victoria Conference Centre Air Handling Units 2
and 6 Upgrade*, Victoria, British Columbia (Project
Manager, Mechanical Designer, Field Services
Representative)
Conversion of two existing multi-zone 15,000 cfm constant
volume air systems to variable volume with CO2 demandcontrol ventilation.

Cottage Grove Manor, Victoria, British Columbia
(Mechanical Designer and Field Services
Representative)
New 45-unit supportive housing development for seniors.

William Head Administration Building, Victoria, British
Columbia (Field Services Representative)
Heating, ventilation and air conditioning upgrade.

Victoria Conference Centre Parkade Exhaust
System Upgrade*, Victoria, British Columbia (Project
Manager, Mechanical Designer, Field Services
Representative)
Mechanical design for manually operated 30,000 cfm
parkade exhaust system upgrade to building automation
system control with carbon monoxide gas detection.

Design with community in mind

Luke Ippersiel CEM, LEED AP(BD+C)
Mechanical Designer

Cultural & Religious
St. Joseph’s Church Hall Addition*, Saanich, British
Columbia (Mechanical Designer, Field Services
Representative)

Nanaimo Regional General Hospital Unit-Dosing
Expansion, Nanaimo, British Columbia (Mechanical
Designer and Field Services Representative)
Pharmacy addition to existing facility.

Mechanical design for new addition.

Intercultural Association of Greater Victoria,
Victoria, British Columbia (Mechanical Designer)
Proposed renovations to building at 930 Balmoral Road.

First Metropolitan United Church, Victoria, British
Columbia (Field Services Representative)
Women's washroom renovation.

Education
Spray Booth Addition, University of Victoria, British
Columbia (Field Services Representative)
Mechanical field services for spray room addition to the Visual
Arts Building.

Privett House Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning Upgrade, Brentwood College*, Mill
Bay, British Columbia (Project Manager,
Mechanical Designer, Field Services
Representative)
Mechanical design for low-temperature heating system and
heat recovery ventilation system upgrade.

Healthcare
Royal Jubilee Hospital Pharmacy Medication
Packaging Hub, Victoria, British Columbia
(Mechanical Designer and Field Services
Representative)
Pharmacy addition to existing facility.

Saanich Peninsula Hospital MDRD, Saanich, British
Columbia (Mechanical Designer and Field Services
Representative)
Medical Devices Reprocessing Department addition to existing
facility.

Boundary Hospital DHW Plant Upgrade*, Grand
Forks, British Columbia (Mechanical Designer)
DHW plant replacement and conversion from mid-efficiency
to high-efficiency boilers.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Life Labs, Victoria, British Columbia (Field Services
Representative)
Mechanical field services for renovations to three Victoria
area locations.

Nanaimo Regional General Hospital Equipment
Depot, Nanaimo, British Columbia (Mechanical
Designer and Field Services Representative)
Addition of new equipment processing and storage area
within the existing facility.

Victoria General Hospital Liquid Oxygen Tank
Replacement*, Victoria, British Columbia
(Mechanical Designer, Field Services
Representative)
Mechanical design of new liquid oxygen storage tank
installation, coordinated design and sighting of associated
concrete pad, secure enclosure.

Industrial Wastewater Treatment
Department of National Defence Platting Shop
Wastewater Treatment Facility, Canadian Forces
Base, Esquimalt*, Victoria, British Columbia
Mechanical design for containment and control of building
housing waste water treatment for re-use.

Retail
Glacier Toyota*, Smithers, British Columbia
(Mechanical Designer and Field Services
Representative)
Mechanical design for new car dealership.

Luke Ippersiel CEM, LEED AP(BD+C)
Mechanical Designer

Sports, Recreation & Leisure
Cedar Hill Golf Course Maintenance Shed, Victoria,
British Columbia (Mechanical Designer and Field
Services Representative)
A feasibility analysis was undertaken on the Cedar Hill Golf
Course Maintenance Shed and other existing maintenance
buildings. Several mechanical measures were recommended
in order to meet ventilation minimum requirements for
occupants, considering the current uses of the buildings.

Archie Browning Sports Complex Renovation*,
Esquimalt, British Columbia (Mechanical Designer,
Field Services Representative)
Mechanical design for new entry lobby, offices and youth
centre renovation.

Rainbow Road Pool*, Salt Spring Island, British
Columbia (Mechanical Designer and Field Services
Representative)
New pool complex.

Seaparc Leisure Complex*, Sooke, British Columbia
Mechanical design team for renovation to existing pool
complex.

Juan de Fuca Pool Upgrade*, Victoria, British
Columbia
Mechanical design team for new pool complex.

Port Hardy Aquatic Centre Facility Assessment, Port
Hardy, British Columbia (Mechanical Designer and
Field Services Representative)
Mechanical portion of facility assessment investigation and
recommendations.

Industrial
City of Victoria Public Works Yard Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning Upgrade, Victoria,
British Columbia (Mechanical Designer and Field
Services Representative)
Mechanical design and field services for the replacement of
existing heating and ventilation equipment in Building 25-29.

* denotes projects completed with other firms

Seaspan Machine Shop Building Redevelopment,
Victoria, British Columbia (Field Services
Representative)
Mechanical field services for upgrade to existing facility.

Commercial
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, Victoria,
British Columbia (Field Services Representative)
Mechanical field services for tenant fit-up/renovations at
three Victoria bank branch locations.

Restaurants
Cafe Fantastico, British Columbia (Mechanical
Designer and Field Services Representative)
Mechanical design and field services for tenant fit-up at
Dockside Green.

Munchie Bar Renovation, University of Victoria,
British Columbia (Field Services Representative)
Mechanical field services for renovation to Student Union
Building food kiosk.

